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The theory of ‘-structures [see, e.g., Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg (1990)] provides a convenient 
framework for investigating various mathematical structures encountered in computer science. This 
paper investigates a subclass of 2-structures, called T-srrucrurrs, which turned out to be important in 
the investigation of basic properties of 2-structures [see Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg (1992)]. We 
prove that T-structures are a natural generalization of linear orders; in particular, we prove that 
a T-structure can be represented by two linear orders. Based on this result, the notion of a felt is 
introduced which generalizes the notion of a word as used in formal language theory. A text may be 
seen as a word with a “structure” spanned on it: this structure may be a tree, but it may also be more 
general than a tree. Basic properties of the class of texts corresponding to trees are investigated. 
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Introduction 
The theory of 2-structures was introduced in [4, 51. The notion of a 2-structure lies 
in between the notion of a (finite) graph and the notion of a (finite) relational structure. 
A 2-structure is a finite domain D together with a set 9 of disjoint binary antireflexive 
relations over D such that .f is a partition of the set of all 2-edges over D (a 2-e& OC~Y 
D is an ordered pair of d#erent elements of D). 
It is demonstrated in [4-61 that the notion of a 2-structure is a well-chosen 
restriction of the notion of a relational structure in the sense that it allows for rather 
strong decomposition theorems and provides a convenient framework for studying 
graphs. It turns out that each 2-structure can be decomposed (in a well-defined sense) 
into three types of basic building blocks: linear, complete, and primitive. Since the 
notions of a linear and a complete 2-structure correspond to well-known concepts 
from graph theory, it is clear that in order to understand 2-structures one has to 
understand the notion of primitivity. 
A step in this direction was taken in 171, where one studies 2-structures where the 
primitivity is forbidden on the “lowest possible level” (viz., for substructures consisting 
of three elements); such 2-structures are called unytrlur. (A 2-structure ~1 =(D, .Y) is 
angular iff, for each three element subset (s, y, z ) of D, either (x, y), (x, Z) or (I; x), (J,, 2) 
or (2, x), (z, y) are in the same class of y.) It is shown in [7] that each primitive angular 
2-structure is either a symmetric graph, or a partial order, or a T-structure. While the 
notions of a symmetric graph and a partial order correspond to classic notions from 
graph theory, the notion of a T-structure comes from the studies of (angular) 
2-structures. 
T-structures is the topic of this paper. A T-structure is an antisymmetric angular 
2-structure. (A class P of a 2-structure g = (D, 9) is symmetric iff, for every 2-edge (s, J’) 
in P, the reuerse (y, x) is also in P; P is antisymmetric iff, for every pair of 2-edges (x, y), 
(u, r) in P, the pair of their reverses (y, x), (c, U) is also in one class of ,/P which is different 
from P - this class is the recerse of P, denoted by ret(P); g is antisymmetric iff each P in 
.Y is antisymmetric.) 
We prove various properties of T-structures. Among others we prove that the 
notion of a T-structure generalizes in a natural way the notion of a linear order, and 
that each T-structure is equivalent in a well-defined sense to a T-structure with at 
most two features (equivalence classes of P are partitioned into,features as follows: for 
each symmetric class P, [P) is a feature, and for each antisymmetric class P, 
(P, rep(P)] is a feature). 
Then we prove that each T-structure with at most two features can be uniquely 
represented by a pair of linear orders. 
A lubeled 2-structure is a 2-structure together with an injective labeling function 
which assigns a label (syntactic name) to each class of y. A structured function is an 
ordered pair (E., 9) such that LJ is a labeled 2-structure, and i. is a (total) function on the 
domain of y; hence, a structured function is a labeled 2-structure together with an 
assignment of values to the elements of its domain. Clearly, the notion of a structured 
function generalizes both the notion of a function, and the notion of a labeled 
2-structure. A structured function (i,9) such that y is a labeled T-structure is a 
T-function. 
Since each T-structure is equivalent to a T-structure with at most two features (and 
this result carries over to labeled T-structures), a pair of linear orders together with an 
evaluation function can be seen as a description (specification) of a T-function. This 
leads to the notion of a text: a text is a triple (i., pl,p2), where pr, p2 are linear orders 
on the same domain D, and 3. is a (total) function on D. 
Clearly, the notion of a text generalizes the notion of a word as used in formal 
language theory. A word can be seen as an ordered pair (i., p), where y is a linear order 
and 1 is a function on the domain of p, or as a text of the form (I., pI,p2), where 
Pl ‘PZ. 
More importantly, a text can be seen as a word (a sequence of symbols) with 
a “structure” spanned on it. The decomposition theorem for 2-structures (from [S]) 
that we have mentioned already implies that, for each labeled T-structure LJ, there 
exists a decomposition tree, called the shape qfg, representing the unique hierarchical 
decomposition of g. Each node of the shape of y is either a linear or a primitive 
2-structure reflecting the fact that each labeled T-structure can be uniquely decom- 
posed into linear and primitive 2-structures. Hence, if the text T is the description of 
a T-function (j., s), then the shape of 9 is the structure spanned on r. In the case that 
the shape of y has linear nodes only, 5 has a “tree” spanned on it, where “tree” here is 
the ordinary ordered tree as used in formal language theory. 
It is instructive at this point to draw analogies and point differences with standard 
methodologies of mathematics, linguistics, and formal language theory. 
In muthernatics a number is a structured abstract object. It may be coded by 
a sequence of digits (think of different base notations for numbers). Two properties of 
codings are quite fundamental: 
(i) Different codes of a set of numbers do not give different sets of numbers (the set 
of natural numbers written in base 2 is the same as the set of natural numbers written 
in base 8). 
(ii) The main results are code-independent (because they concern the structure of 
numbers considered as abstract objects). 
Even if we take a narrow view of modern linguistics as a theory of grammars, 
sentences are abstract objects that are coded by sequences of letters or by sequences of 
phonemes (or in some other way). Again, properties of codings as (i) and (ii) above 
hold: 
(i) Two different codes of languages do not necessarily mean that one deals with 
different languages; e.g., spoken English and written English are the same language 
(even if some forms are used more in spoken than in written English). 
(ii) Grammatical analysis of sentences does not depend on the surface structure (we 
do not have a grammar for “English written in upper case letters”). 
Hence, a common methodology of mathematics and linguistics is that objects are 
abstract, they are co&d, and the properties (theorems) do not depend on the chosen 
coding. 
The situation is different in,formLJ /LVKJM~~ theory, where a sentence is &fined as 
a sequence of letters. Hence, a sequence of letters is not a code but the object 
(a sentence) itself. However, the original motivation of formal language theory was to 
describe and explain formally the linguistic phenomena: 
(i) In order to capture the fact that in linguistics a sentence is an abstract object 
that can be coded in different ways, all kinds of equivalences between sentences have 
been introduced in formal language theory (think of all kinds of homomorphisms and 
inverse homomorphisms). 
(ii) The main results of formal language theory are preserved under all kinds of 
mappings, i.e., a theorem T holds for a language K iff it holds for q(K), where cp is one 
of a broad class of mappings (think, e.g., about pumping properties or closure 
properties ). 
In our theory of terts we do sort of formal language theory but in style more 
similar to that of mathematics and linguistics (as discussed above). We introduce 
a text as a structured abstract object which can be coded in many different ways. 
In formal language theory the basic setup is as follows. One is given a language K 
and a grammar G for it. G assigns to words in K their structures; in other 
words, G is a function (or a relation) which maps each word into its structure(s). 
In our approach this setup is reversed. A single text has its own structure. If 
we have a set of texts that happens to have “rather similar” individual structures, then 
we can look for a grammar for this set. Here a grammar does not assign structures to 
texts. Rather, we have a grammar because individual texts have structures that are 
similar enough to be classified as “a pattern” -~ this pattern is (formalized through) the 
grammar. Hence, LI pmmar serves us N dclfinition of’ similarit~~ of indicidual patterns 
(texts). 
It is also very important to point out here that the theory of texts allows one to 
assign to words structures more general than trees, viz., arbitrary shapes which may 
also contain primitive nodes. 
Since trees form an important class of (syntactic) structures spanned on words, 
alternating texts as descriptions of trees are investigated in this paper. In particular, 
we prove that, for each leaf-labeled tree, there are exactly two texts describing it 
_ moreover, these two texts are closely related to each other. A similar result holds for 
trees where both leaves and inner nodes are labeled. 
This paper does not assume from the reader the knowledge of the theory of 
2-structures; Section 1 provides a “crash course” in this theory. The reader familiar 
with the theory of 2-structures may skip Section 2 and consult it only for notational 
matters. 
0. Preliminaries 
We assume the reader to be familiar with the basic notions of graph theory, such as 
graphs, trees, partial orders; see, e.g., [l]. Below we give the basic definitions and 
notations concerning sets, relations and graphs, mainly to set up the notation for this 
paper and to introduce notions specific for this paper. 
For a set Z, /ZI denotes its cardinality, and E,(Z)= ((x, y): x,y~Z and x#y); each 
element of E,(Z) is a 2-edge over Z. If e = (x, y) is a 2-edge, then the reverse ofe, denoted 
by rev(e), is the 2-edge (y, x). SING(Z) denotes the set of all singletons over Z; 8 denotes 
the empty set. Unless made explicitly clear otherwise, b,e consider finite sets only. 
Sets X, Y are overlapping iff X - Y # 8, Y- X # 0, and X n Y # 8. For sets X, Y, we 
write Xc Y if X is included in Y, Xc Y if X is strictly included in Y, and X x Y 
denotes the Cartesian product of X, Y. 
For a family of sets ,y, u,y denotes the union of elements of 3. 
For a relation R, dom( R) denotes the domain of R. For an equivalence relation R on 
a set Z and an XEZ, [xlR denotes the equivalence class of .y. We assume that each class 
of a partition is nonempty. 
By afunction in this paper we understand a set of ordered pairs cp such that, for all 
(x, y), (u, U)E(P, s = u implies y = L’. We say that cp is a,function on dom(cp). If Z Gdom(cp), 
then cplz denotes the restriction of cp to Z. 
A (directed) graph is an ordered pair !I= (D, T), where D is a (finite) nonempty set of 
nodes, denoted by nd(h), and TC D x D is the set of edges, also called the relation of h. 
A graph h’=(D’, T’) is the reverse of h iff D’=D and T’= ((x,y): (y,.x)~T); we write 
then h’ = rev(h). h is antirq7exive iff, for each XE D, (x,x)$ T; h is transitive iff, for all 
.‘c,y, LED, (x,y)~T and (y, Z)ET implies (x, z)ET. h is a (strict) partial order iff h is 
antireflexive and transitive; we refer to Tas a partial order relation. h is a linear order iff 
h is a partial order and, for each (.x,~)EE,(D), either (_x,y)~T or (y, x)ET. 
If h, =(D, T,) is a linear order and Iz, =(D, T2) is a partial order such that Tz G T,, 
then h, is a linear extension sf hz. 
If h =(D, T) is a linear order and X ED, then X is a segment qf h (or of T) iff, for all 
y, ZEX, if UGD is such that (y, U)E T and (u, z)ET, then UEX. We use seg(h) (or 
seg(T)) to denote all segments of h. Also, for 1 <i< 1 D[, h(i) (or T(i)) denotes the ith 
element of h. 
If h, =(D1, T,), h,=(Dz, T,) are disjoint linear orders (i.e., D,nD2=0), then the 
sum of hI, h2, denoted by hl+hz, is the linear order h =(DI uD,, T), such that 
T=T,LJT,u{(.~,J~): XED, and y~D~i. 
As already indicated above, we carry over to T the terminology and notation 
concerning h. Hence, T is a partial (linear) order iff h is a partial (linear) order. Also, 
[C-x, y): (y, x)ET] is the reverse of T, denoted by rev(T). If h=(D, T) is a linear order 
such that D= (.x1, . . . . u,,) for some n 3 1, then we write T in the form (.Y,, . . . . x,,), 
where si = T(i). 
A r~ord is an ordered pair ~t=(i., T), where E. is a finite function and T is a linear 
order relation such that llonz( T) = dom(i.). 
Two graphs h,=(D,, T,), h,=(D,, T2) are isomorphic iff there is a bijection 
cp: D, +Dz such that, for all .Y,J’ED~, (r,y)cT1 iff (q(s), (p(y))~T,; cp is an i.sornorphisrn 
between h, and 11~. 
A puth in a graph 11 =(D, T) is a sequence of nodes x,, . , s,,, n 2 1, such that 
(xi,.xi+,)~T for all l<i<n-1. A path s1 ,...,_ Y,,, ~22, is a c):cle iff .x,=.x,,; h is 
c~pc’lic iff it does not contain a cycle. If .Y 1, . . . ,.Y,, is a path in h, then x,, is reachable 
,fiom x1. 
A graph t = (D, T) is a trer iff t is acyclic and there exists a node u of t (the root of t, 
denoted by root(t)) such that each node oft is reachable from ~1 by a unique path. We 
use l@t) to denote the set of leaves of t, and in(r) to denote the set of inner nodes of 
t (i.e., in(t)=nd(t)-lecf(t)). For a node zlEin(t), ddes,(u) denotes the set of direct 
descendants qf’c (in t), i.e.. nodes x such that (I., X)E T; contr,(l!) is the set of all leaves u of 
t for which t’ is an ancestor, i.e., there is a path from c to U; for cEleqf(t), we set 
contr,(r) = i P). 
We assume thut a tree does not haw chains, i.e., each inner node qf’a tree has at least 
t\vo direct descendants. Also, udess explicitly clear otherwise, we assume that u tree bus 
mow thurl one (hencr, at leust three) nodes; in this way we avoid unnecessary trivial 
technicalities. 
We will consider (partially) node-labeled trees. In particular: 
(1) a node-labeled tree is a 3-tuple t=(D, T; $), where (D, T) is a tree and $ is 
a function on D; 
(2) an inner-labeled tree is a 3-tuple t =(D, T; $), where t’=(D, T) is a tree and $ is 
a function on in(t’); 
(3) a leqf-luhrled tree is a 3-tuple t =(D, T; $), where t’=(D, T) is a tree and $ is 
a function on k/f‘(t’). 
In the above, $ is the labeliny junction oft, denoted by lab,, and $(D) ($(in(t)), 
$(/eqf’(t)), respectively) is the alphabet qf’t, denoted by alph(t). 
An ordered tree is a 3-tuple t = (D, T, ,u) where t’ = (D, T) is a tree and ,U is a function 
which, to each r.+zin(t’), assigns a linear order on dde+(c), denoted by ord,(ti); the tree t’ 
is the underlyint_l tree oft. Hence, in an ordered tree, direct descendants of each inner 
node are linearly ordered. Those “inner orders” induce in the obvious way the order 
on the set of leaves oft’ - the resulting sequence of leaves is referred to as the,fiontier c?f 
t, denoted by j&t(t). 
The notation and terminology concerning trees carries over to ordered trees in an 
obvious way. 
Analogously, a node-luheled (inner-labeled, leqflaheled) ordered tree is a 4-tuple 
t=(D, T, p; I,I~), where t’=(D, T,,LL) is an ordered tree, and $ is a function on D (in(f), 
lrqf‘(t’), respectively). If t is either a node-labeled or a leaf-labeled ordered tree, then 
yield(t) is the word resulting by labeling by rl/ the linear order.fknt(r’). 
1. 2-structures 
In this section we recall (from [4-61) the basic notions and results from the theory 
of 2-structures that will be used in this paper. The reader,fumiliar with the theory qf 
2-structures can skip this section, and perhaps consult it later whenever specijic results 
are reculled (und in notational mutters). 
Definition 1.1. A Z-structure is an ordered pair (D, R) such that D is a nonempty finite 
set and R is an equivalence relation on E2(D). 
We will use 2s to abbreviate the term 2-structure. For a 2s g=(D, R), D is referred to 
as the domuin qfy and R as the equivalence relation ef g; we use dam(g), rel(g), and 
2ed(g) to denote D, R, and E,(D), respectively. We say that e,, e,EE,(D) are 
g-equivalent iff e, R e2. 
Since, for a 2s g =(D, R), R is an equivalence relation on E,(D), we can specify g in 
the form g=(D,:Y), where B is the partition of E,(D) induced by R (we use part(g) to 
denote 9). It will be notationally convenient to use the following convention. When- 
ever for a 2s g we write g=(D, x), where g is either 9 or 9 with a subscript, we mean 
a to be a partition of E2(D); on the other hand, if cx is either R or R with a subscript, 
then we mean x to be an equivalence relation on El(D). 
Remark 1.2. IIT this paper we assume thut 2-structures are reversible, where a 2s 
g=(D, R) is reversible ifJ;,for all e, e’EE,(D), e R e’ implies rev(e) R rev(e’). It has been 
demonstruted in [4,5] that reversible 2-structures form a convenient “normal ,fbrm” in 
theory of’2-structures. 
The notion of isomorphism between 2-structures is set up in the obvious way. 
Definition 1.3. Let g1 =(DI, R,) and gz=(D,, R2) be 2-structures. A bijection 
cp: D1+Dz is an isomorphism,fiom gI onto g2 iff, for all (x, y), (u, v@D1, (x, y) R, (~4, v) iff 
(v(x), V(Y)) R, (CPM, V(L))). 
Each nonempty subset of the domain of a 2s g determines a 2s which is a sub- 
structure of g. 
Definition 1.4. Let g=(D, R) be a 2s, and let X be a nonempty subset of D. The 
substructure ofg induced by X, denoted by sub,(X), is the 2s (X, Rn(E2(X) x E2(X))). 
A 2s h is a substructure of’g iff there exists X s D such that h = sub,(X). 
The notion of symmetry plays an important role in the investigation of 2-structures. 
Definition 1.5. Let g=(D, R) be a 2s. 
(1) A 2-edge eEE2(D) is symmetric (in g) iff e R rev(e); otherwise, e is asymmetric 
(in g). 
(2) A class P~part(g) is s~mrnetric‘ (in y) iff all eel’ are symmetric; P is antisymmetric 
(in 8) iff all REP are asymmetric. 
(3) y is sq’mmetric iff all CE E, (D) are symmetric; y is antisymmetric iff all GEE, are 
asymmetric. 
It is easily seen (see [4]) that, by the reversibility assumption, if eE2ed(y) is 
symmetric (asymmetric), then each e’ g-equivalent with e is symmetric (or asymmetric). 
Thus, each P~purt(g) is either symmetric or antisymmetric; g is symmetric (antisym- 
metric) iff all P~purf(~~) are symmetric (antisymmetric). For P~purt(y), its reaerse, 
denoted by reL;(P), is the set [ret(e): rep). It is easily seen that reu(P)Epurr(y); 
moreover, P is symmetric iff rer(P)= P, and P is antisymmetric iff Pnrev(P)=@ 
For a 2s g and a P~purt(q), the P:feuture of g is the set fP,rev(P)}; thus, if P is 
symmetric, then the P-feature of y is a singleton (and is called symmetric); otherwise, 
it consists of two elements (and is called untisymmetric). A,feuture ofg is the P-feature 
for a PEpart( It is often convenient to specify a 2s y through the set of its 
features - clearly, a 2s is uniquely determined by its features; we write then y = (D, .p), 
when D = &m(y), and ,Y is the set of all features of .L/. We will also adopt the notational 
convention that if we write y =(D, S), then we mean 9 to be the set of features of y, 
and F or F with a subscript denotes a feature of y. Also,,fiut(g) denotes the set of 
features of y. 
Example 1.6. Let .L/ = (D, d) be the 2s such that D = { 1,2,3,4) and d = iPI, Pz, P3 ), 
where 
P, = ((1,2), (1,3), (39% (493)). 
PZ = ((2, 11, (3, l), (2,3), (3,4)j, and 
P3 = [Cl, 4) (4, l), (2,4), (4,2)), 
Then PI, Pz are antisymmetric, with P, =wv(P,), and, P3 is symmetric. We can 
specify y through its features as (D,.F)), where 5= jF,, F2), with F1={P,,Pz) and 
F2 = jP, j; hence, F1 is an antisymmetric feature and F2 is a symmetric feature. y is 
neither symmetric nor antisymmetric. 
Example 1.7. Let g=(D,d) be the 2s such that D=(l,2,3,4,5}, and 9={Pl,Pz), 
where 
P,=((1,4), (4,1), (19% (5,1),(4,5),(5,4)), 
Pz = i (1,2), (2,1), (1,3), (3, l), (2,3), (3,2), (2,4), (4,2), (2,5), (5,2), 
(3,4), (4,3), (3,5), (5,3)). 
Then P, and Pz are symmetric and, hence, g is symmetric. 
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We can represent graphically a 2s in the same way as we represent edge-labeled 
graphs. Hence, the 2s from Example 1.6 is represented graphically as shown in Fig. 1. 
The labels of the 2-edges are chosen arbitrarily - their only role is to distinyuish 
between different partition classes: all 2-edges in one class get the same label, while 
2-edges from different classes must get different labels. Also, if (x,y) is a symmetric 
2-edge, then in the pictorial representation both (x, y) and (y, x) are represented by one 
line (without arrows) connecting x and y. 
The 2s from Example 1.7 is represented as shown in Fig. 2. Also, to make graphical 
representations of 2-structures more readable, we shall show only one class for each 
antisymmetric feature - since, for each class P, rev(P) is uniquely determined, such 
a simplified pictorial representation still contains all the information about the 2s it 
represents. Thus, the 2s from Example 1.6 is now represented as shown in Fig. 3. 
The notion of a clan is central to the theory of %-structures. 
Definition 1.8. Let g =(D, R) be a 2s and let X G D. X is a clarz (ofg) iff, for all x, y~x 
and all ZED-X, (z, x) R (z, y). 
Fig. 1. 
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Hence, a subset X of the domain of a 2s is a clan iff all elements of X are “seen in the 
same way” by each element from outside of X (where different elements outside X may 
see X in different ways); the reversibility assumption implies then that each element 
from outside of X is “seen in the same way” by all elements of X (where different 
elements outside X may be seen in different ways by elements of X). 
We use Z(y) to denote the set of all clans of Q. 
Definition 1.9. Let g =(D, R) be a 2s. 
(1) 0, D, and elements of SING(D) are the tricial clans. 
(2) XE%(~) is prime iff, for each YE%(~), X, Y are not overlapping. 
We use ,y% (CJ) to denote the set of trivial clans of a 2s H, and 9% (~1) to denote the set 
of prime clans of (1; also, we use 9%(g) to denote B’G (CJ- (8). 
Example 1.10. (1) For the 2s y = (D, d) from Example 1.6 (Fig. l), 
%(y)=,yg(y)= (8,D) USING(D), and .9%(y)= (D) USING(D). 
(2) For the 2s g=(D, 9) from Example 1.7 (Fig. 2) 
‘~(~)=,~~~(~)u((1,4j, (1,5), (4,5), [2,3). (1,4,5), /1,3,4,5), (1,2,4,5) 
and .‘P%(y)=‘.9-%(y)-(O) Iv”1 4 5” I ti ’ 3 II’ 
Using clans, one can form quotients as follows. 
Definition 1.11. Let y=(D, R) be a 2s, and let .N be a partition of D such that 
c 1’p G g(g). The /i-quotient qf’g, denoted by yj. N, is the 2s II = (. N, R’) such that, for all 
.Y, J, z, UED, (1.~1 ,, , b-1 ,, 1 R’ (Czl ,, , 1~~1 ,, ) iff (x, J:) R (2, 1’). 
The notion of the ~//-quotient of CJ is well-defined; this follows from the following 
result proved in [4]. 
Proposition 1.12. Let g be a 2s, and let X, Y he di.sjoint clans qf’g. For all x1, x~EX, and 
all yl,yzcY, (x,,yl) is y-equivalent with (x2,y2). 
The following subclasses of the class of 2-structures are both natural and important. 
Definition 1.13. Let g =(D, 9) be a 2s. 
(1) y is primitive iff ‘G-(y) = J% (9). 
(2) y is special iff .9%(y) = 9-s (9). 
(3) y is complete if either 1 D I= 1 or 19 I= 1. 
(4) g is linear iff either 1 D / = 1, or g is antisymmetric, 3 = (P, reo(P)) and there exists 
a linear order x,, , Y,,, n3l,ofDsuchthat,foralldifferenti,B~(1,...,n),(xi,xj)EP 
iff i<j. 
Example 1.14. (1) The 2s g from Example 1.6 (Fig. 1) is primitive, while the 2s g from 
Example 1.7 (Fig. 2) is not primitive. 
(2) Let y be the 2s shown in Fig. 4. Then g is a linear 2s (where the linear order from 
Definition 1.13 (4) is (1,3,2,4)). 
The following result characterizes special 2-structures. 
Proposition 1.15. A 2s is special #iit is either primitive or complete or linear. 
The basic technical property of primitive 2-structures is given by the following 
result. 
Proposition 1.16. Let g =(D, 9) he a primitive 2s such thut 1 D I> 1. There exists X&D 
such that either 1 X ) = 1 D I - 1 or IX I = 1 D I - 2, and sub,(X) is primitive. 
We move now to tree-like representations of 2-structures; we begin by introducing 
tree families. 
Definition 1.17. A tree,fumily is an ordered pair (D, .F), where D is a finite nonempty 
set, and .? is a subset of 2D such that DEJ, 8$Y, SING(D)c.F, and, for all 
X, YE,?, X, Y are not overlapping. 
The nonoverlapping of elements of a tree family u =(D, 9) (and the fact that DE,F, 
04.F) allows one to associate with r a unique tree tree(m)=( V, S), where V=3 and, 
for all X, YE V, (X, Y)ES iff Y c X and, for no ZE V, YcZcX holds. Thus, D is the 
root of tree(a), and all singletons over D are the leaves of tree(g). Due to this 
correspondence, we carry over to tree families the notation and terminology concern- 
ing trees. Hence, e.g., D is the root qf 2, the singletons over D are leaves of x, 
the elements of J-SING(D) are the inner elements ~~fx and, for each inner X in x, we 
have the direct descendunts Q~‘X in x. Note that, for each XEin(x), ddes,(X) is a 
partition of X. 
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Example 1.18. a=(D,,F)), with D=(1,2,3,4,5) and ~=SING(D)u{D,{1,2~, 
j3,4,5; ) is a tree family. tree(sr) is as shown in Fig. 5. Here each inner node L’ (a 
“square node”) is the set consisting of the leaves (“circle nodes”) for which L’ is an 
ancestor. 
Definition 1.19. A 2s-labeled tree,funzilp is a triple /I=(D, r, cp) such that 2 =(D, F) is 
a tree family called the underlyiny tree ,fumi/y of /I, denoted by u&(/Q and cp is 
a function on in(a) such that, for each X~in(r), q(X) is a 2s with dom(cp(X))= 
ddes,(X). Moreover, if, for each X~in(a), q(X) is special (primitive, linear, complete), 
then /I is a locally special (locully primitive, locally linear, locally complete) 2s-labeled 
rree,firmily. If X~in(x) is such that q(X) is primitive, linear, or complete, then X is 
primitive, linear, or complete, respectively. 
The notation and terminology concerning tree families carries over in an obvious 
way to 2s-labeled tree families. 
Analogously to associating a tree with a tree family, we associate an inner-labeled 
tree with a 2s-labeled tree family p=(D, T’, q), where in the tree tree(D, F) each inner 
node X gets the label q(X); this inner-labeled tree is also denoted by tree(p). 
A 2s-labeled tree family [j = (D, 3, cp) is graphically represented as fololows. We 
take a graphical representation of the underlying tree family a=(D, 3) and, within 
the rectangle representing an inner node X, we give a graphical representation of the 
2s q(X), where elements of p(X) are (as usual) represented by circles. Then there is an 
edge from each circle in the representation of q(X) to the representation of the 
appropriate element of &es,(X); such an element is either a leaf of tree(a) (if it is in 
SING(D)) or an inner element Y (again represented by a rectangle with q(Y) 
represented inside it). This is best illustrated by an example. 
Example 1.20. Let [j = (D, -7, q) be the 2s-labeled tree family, where !I = (D, -3) is the 
tree family from Example 1.18 (Fig. 5) and q(D) is as shown in Fig. 6. cp( { 1,2)) is as 
shown in Fig. 7 and cp( (3,4,5)) is as shown in Fig. 8. Then tree(b) is as shown in 
Fig. 9. 
Fig. 5. 
Fig. 6. Fig. 7. 
Fig. 8. 
Fig. 9. 
Remember that the only role of labels in pictorial representation of a 2s g 
is to distinguish between different classes of part(g) and not fo identify the classes 
(labels are not a part of the definition of g, they are merely used in representing g!). 
Hence, there is no correlation whatsoever between labels in different rectangles of 
Fig. 9: e.g., the fact that M is used as a label in the representation of q( ( 1,213 and in the 
representation of cp( 3,4,5; ) is purely accidental. 
Now, (2s-labeled) tree families can be associated with 2-structures as follows ~ in this 
way (2s-labeled) tree families provide “hierarchical” representations of 2-structures. 
Definition 1.21. Let q=(D. R) be a 2s. 
(1) A tree ,fi~ni/y c$’ y is a tree family (D, *Y) such that .Y c ‘t (y). 
(2) The prince trre,fumi/y qf‘cg is the tree family x =(D. .Y) such that .Y =.9%(y). 
(3) A 2s-lahele~i twp ,fimily of y is a 2s-labeled tree family p=(D, .Y-, cp) such that 
z=(D,R) is a tree family of ~1 and, for each X~in(r), cp(X)=suh,(X)/d$es,(X). 
(4) The shupe of g is the 2s-labeled tree family (D, .F-, cp) of .L/ such that (D. .5) is the 
prime tree family of $1. 
For a 2s y, we use shapr( q) to denote the shape of y 
Example 1.22. (I) For the 2s 61 from Example 1.6 (Fig. 3) shupe(g) is as shown in Fig. 10. 
(2) For the 2s y from Example 1.7 (Fig. 2), slope is as shown in Fig. 11. 
The following is the basic technical result concerning the shapes of 2-structures. 
Proposition 1.23. For euch 2s y, shape(y) is a locall~~ special 2s-labeled treefumill 
In order to be able to identfv partition classes of a 2s, we have to give them 
syntactic names (labels). This leads to the notion of a labeled 2-structure. 
Definition 1.24. A labeled 2-structure is a 4-tuple y =(D, .&, A, 6), where (D, .Y) is a 2s, 
A is a finite set, and 6 is an injective function from B into A. 
Fig. 10 
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The 2s (D,d) is called the underlying 2-structure of g, denoted by und(g). A is 
referred to as the alphabet qflabels of g, denoted alph(g), and 6 as the labeling function 
of g, denoted by lab,. We use ualph(cg) to denote the set (S(P): Pc;/P) ~ hence, ualph(g) 
is the set of those elements of 6 that are really used to label classes of 9. Also, if, for 
a PE.~, lab,(P) = A, then P is denoted by cl,(A); hence, cl,(A)= lab;’ (A). 
We use /2s to abbreviate the term “labeled 2-structure”. The terminology and 
notation of 2-structures carries over in an obvious way to labeled 2-structures. Also, 
the key notions (such as substructure and quotient) are defined for labeled 2-structures 
analogously to the way they have been defined for 2-structures. 
In labeled 2-structures, labels are a part of the definition of a /2s. Hence, e.g., 
Fig. 2 represents the /2s gi =(D, 9, A, 6) such that 
D=(1,2,3,4,5],d=(P,,Pz)-, with 
pi = ((1,4), (4, l), (1,5), (5, I), (4,5), (5,4)), 
p* = ( (I12)> (2, f h ( 1,3), (3, I), l&3), (3,2), (2,4), (4,2), (2,5), (5,2), 
(3,4), (4,3), (3,5), (5,3)), 
where 6(P,)=A and 6(Pz)=B. 
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Then Fig. 12 does not represent y1 anymore, because here 6(P,)= K and S(P,)= A! 
However, Fig. 12 still represents 2s y from Example 1.7, which is also represented by 
Fig. 2! 
According to our convention in the pictorial representation of a 2s g, we represent 
only one class for each antisymmetric feature of y. In order to keep our pictorial 
representations readable, we retain this convention also for labeled 2-structures. Now 
one has to realize that such a pictorial representation is not complete because it does 
not give the labels of the antisymmetric partition classes that are not explicitly 
represented in a figure. However, such a simplified representation suffices; if not, then 
the “missing labels” must also be specified. 
The notions concerning tree families and 2s-labeled tree families carry over to the 
framework of labeled 2-structures in a natural way. Thus, the /2s-labeled tree family is 
a triple fl=(D, .?, cp), which is like the 2s-labeled tree family except that now cp labels 
each inner node of p by a labeled 2-structure (rather than by a 2-structure). 
For a /2s-labeled tree family fl=(D, .Y, cp), the underlying Zs-labeled tree family, 
denoted by and(P), is the 2s-labeled tree ,family /?‘=(D, J, cp’), where, for each 
Xein(p’), cp’(X)=und(cp(X)). 
As in the case of 2-structures, one can associate a /2s-labeled tree family with a /2s. 
Definition 1.25. (1) Let g be a /2s with dom(g)=D. 
(1.1) A tree,family ofg is a tree family of und(g). 
(1.2) The prime tree family qf g is the prime tree family of und( g). 
(1.3) A /2s-labeled tree family qfg is a /2s-labeled tree family /3 = (D, Y, cp) such that 
g=(L), 5-) is a tree family of g, and, for each X~in(x), q(X)=sub,(X)/ddes,(X). 
(1.4) The shape qfg is the /2s-labeled tree family (D, F, cp) of g such that (D, F) is 
the prime tree family of g. 
(2) A /2s-labeled tree family is a /2s-shape iff it is the shape of a /2s. 
Example 1.26. Let g be the /2s given by Fig. 2. Then shape(g) is as shown in Fig. 13. 
Note that Fig. 11 does not give shape(g) (because of wrong labeling!). 
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While one may have different 2-structures with the same shape, the shape of a 
12s t/ determines LJ uniquely. 
Proposition 1.27. Let gl, y2 he labeled 2-structures. Then g1 =g2 if shape(g,)= 
shape(d 
/2s-shapes are characterized as follows. 
Definition 1.28. A /2s-labeled tree family /3=(D,.y, cp) is disjoint iff ualph(cp(X))n 
uulph(cp( Y))=Q, for all X, YE-~ such that XEddesp( Y) and either both X and Y are 
complete, or both X and Y are linear. 
Proposition 1.29. A f 2s-labeled treeJl?nrily /I is a /2s-shape iflB is locally special and 
disjoint. 
The shape of a (/)2s g locates quite precisely the substructures of g which are 
primitive. 
Proposition 1.30. Let g hr u (/)2s and let fi = (D, .F, cp) = shupe(g). Let X G D he such 
thut 1 X 13 3 aid sub,(X) is primitice. !f Y is thr smallest element ofS containiny X, then 
Y is primitiw und 1 dom(cp( Y )) / 3 1 X I. 
The relationship between 2s- and /2s-labeled tree families and (labeled) 2-structures 
goes also the other way around: a given Zs-labeled or /2s-labeled tree family specifies 
a 2s or a /2s as follows. 
Definition 1.31. Let r=(D, 9) be a tree family, and let .Y, LED. 
(1) The /rust conum~ ancestor of x, J’ (in x), denoted by Icu,(x, y), is the least (w.r.t. 
inclusion) ZE.? such that {.y, ~3) G Z. 
(2) The h~~chiny pclir 01‘ s, y (in a), denoted by hp,(x,y), is the ordered pair 
(X, Y)E.F x .F such that X, Y~dde.s,(Ic~,(.u, v)), .UEX and YE Y. 
The notions of the least common ancestor and the branching pair carry over in the 
obvious way to 2s-labeled and /2s-labeled tree families. 
Definition 1.32. (1) Let /?=(D, .T, q) be a 2s-labeled tree family. The 2-strucrure of /), 
denoted by 2s(/Q, is the 2s (D, R) such that, for all (.u,y), (u, c)EE~(D), (x, y) R (u, r) iff 
I’u~(~,~‘)=/L~,~(u,c), and hp,)(s,~‘) l?bpB(u,r), where R=rel(cp(l~a~(x,y))). 
(2) Let p=(D, .T, q) be a /2s-labeled tree family. The labeled 2-structure qf /I, 
denoted by /2.$/I). is the /2s (D, R, A,& such that, for all (x,~)EE~(D), 
b(.u, J,)= 6’(hp,{(s, y)), where 6’ is the labeling function of q~(lca~(.x, y)). 
It is instructive to note here that, for a /2s g, y=/2s(shape(g)). 
2. T-structures 
Clearly (see, e.g., Proposition 1.23) investigating the primitivity is important for 
understanding 2-structures. An example of a result in this direction is Proposition 
1.16. Another approach is to forbid primitivity on the “lowest possible level”. This 
leads to the notion of an angular 2-structure [7]. 
Definition 2.1. Let g=(D, R) be a 2s. 
(1) A ZCD is a triangle iff (Z(=3. 
(2) A triangle Z satisfies the angle property iff there exists XEZ such that 
(x, y) R (x, u), where Z- (.x) = ( y, u). 
(3) .L/ is uny~lur iff each triangle of .L/ satisfies the angle property. 
Angularity is a natural property for 2-structures: angular 2-structures is the subclass 
of the class of 2-structures where one forbids “local” primitivity already for triangles. 
More precisely, it follows directly from the definition of angularity that g is angular iff, 
for each triangle 2 of g, sub,(Z) is not primitive. 
Since an angular 2s cannot contain a primitive substructure on three elements, 
Proposition 1.16 implies directly the following result. 
Lemma 2.2. [f y is an angular 2s such that shape(g) contains a primitive node Y, with 
1 Y 13 4, then there exists X G &m(q) such that 1 X I= 4 and sub,(X) is primitive. 
The following is the main result on primitive angular 2-structures (see [7]). 
Proposition 2.3. Let y =(D, 9) he an anyular 2s. Jf g is primitive, then 1 S / ~2; 
moreover, tf 1 D I> 3 then /F I = 2. 
It is demonstrated in [7] that antisymmetric angular 2-structures play an important 
role in the theory of angular 2-structures. 
Definition 2.4. A T-structure is an antisymmetric angular 2-structure. 
We shall use Ts to abbreviate the term “T-structure”. 
Remark 2.5. Since a Ts is antisymmetric, it follows immediately from Proposition 
1.23, that the shape of a Ts contains only primitive and linear nodes. Also, it is clear 
that a substructure of a Ts is a Ts, and a quotient of a Ts is a Ts. These facts are often 
implicitly used in proving the properties of T-structures. 
Example 2.6. Let y be as shown in Fig. 14. Clearly, y is antisymmetric, and it is easy to 
check that all four triangles of y satisfy the angle property. Hence, g is a Ts. 
Example 2.7. Let g be the 2s as shown in Fig. 15. Clearly, y is antisymmetric, but the 
triangle [ I, 2,4) does not satisfy the angle property and, so, g is not angular. Hence, 
y is not a Ts. 
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Example 2.8. Let y be the 2s as shown in Fig. 16. It is easily seen that y is angular; 
however, Q is symmetric. Hence, (1 is not a Ts. 
We now move to investigate some basic properties of T-structures. 
Theorem 2.9. Lrt y = (D, 9) hr a Ts. For each PE,?, (D, P) is a partial order. 
Proof. Clearly, for each PE.~, (D. P) is antireflexive and, so, it suffices to prove that 
each PEA is transitive. 
To this aim, assume that PEP and s, J’, i 7 are three different elements of D such that 
(.u,~)EP and (J,,z)EP. Since g is angular, either (x, 2) R (x, y) or (x, z), R (y, z), where 
R = re/(y). Thus, (u, 2)~ P and, hence, P is transitive. 
Consequently. (D, P) is a partial order. 1 
We shall characterize now T-structures; first we need a definition. 
Definition 2.10. Let g =(D, 9) be a 2s. 
(1) A selector,for y is a subset 0 of part(g) such that lanFl= 1 for each FEN. 
(2) If o is a selector for 61, then the graph qf‘y induced by CI, denoted by O(U), is the 
graph (D, u 4. 
Theorem 2.11. Let y he an antisymmetric 2s. <J is a T-structure $f’o(y) is a linear order 
for each selector a,fbr y. 
Proof. Let y = (D, R). 
(i) Assume that y is a Ts. 
Let 0 be a selector for y, and let o(y) =(D, S). 
Since 0 is a selector, either x S 2’ or y S x for each pair of different X, LED. 
Since (J is antisymmetric and o is a selector, S is antisymmetric. 
Now consider an arbitrary triangle lx, y, z) of 9 such that x S JI and y S z. Since y is 
angular, either (x, z) R (x, y) or (x, z) R (y, z). Consequently, x S z. Thus, S is transitive. 
Hence, o(y) is a linear order. 
(ii) Assume that y is not a Ts. 
Since y is antisymmetric, this implies that y is not angular and, hence, there exists 
a triangle Z = (_Y, ~1, z) in g which does not satisfy the angular property. Consider now 
the set M = ((x, y), (2: z), (z, x)). There are three possible cases: 
(1) There is a feature F of y such that M c u F. Since Z does not satisfy the angular 
property, (x, y), (~1, z), (z, .Y)EP for a PEF. Hence, if we take a selector c such that PECT, 
then a(y) is not a linear order. 
(2) There are different features F1, F2 of y such that two elements of M are in F, 
and the third one is in F2. We may assume that (x,~:), (y,z)~F, and (z,x)~F~. Since 
Z does not satisfy the angular property, there exists PI l F1 such that (x, JJ), (y, z)EP~. 
Let P2~F2 be such that (2, .Y)EP~. Then, if we take a selector g such that PI, PZ~cr, 
then o(g) is not a linear order. 
(3) There are different features FL, F2, F3 of g such that (.x,y)~F~, (y,z)~F~, and 
(z,x)EF~. Let P,EF,, P,sF,, and P,EF, be such that (x,y)~P,, (y,z)~P,, and 
(z, Y)E P3. Then, if we take a selector CJ such that PI, P2, P3 EC, then o(y) is not a linear 
order. 
Consequently, we can always choose a selector c for y such that o(g) is not a linear 
order. 
The theorem follows now from (i) and (ii). 0 
Hence, by Theorem 2.11, the notion of a T-structure generalizes in a natural way the 
notion of a linear order. 
Example 2.12. Consider the Ts g from Example 2.6 (Fig. 14). It has four selectors: 
~r={P,,P,], 02= (P,,rrv(P,)), 03= (w~(P,),P,), and a4={rev(P,), vev(P,)J, 
where PI is the class labeled A in Fig. 14, and P2 is the class labeled B in Fig. 14. 
It is easily seen that all four graphs or(y), az(y), g3(g), and rr4(g) are linear orders, 
viz., 
a,(y)=((t,2,3,4j, (1,3,2,4)), 
oz(rl)=((t,2,3,4)> (3,4,1,2)), 
0~(8)=({1,2,3,4), (2, 1,4,3)), and 
~&)=(ffr2,3,4}, (4,223, 1)). 
Example 2.13. Consider the antisymmetric 2s 9 from Example 2.7 (Fig. 15). Again, 
it has four selectors: a,={P,,P2), a2=(P,,reu(P2)), a3={reu(Pl), Pz}, and 
04= (rev(P,), rel;(P,)J, where P, is the class labeled A in Fig. 15 and P2 is the class 
labelled B in Fig. 15. Now, however, the graph al(s) is not a linear order because it 
contains a cycle on nodes 1,2,4; this cycle reflects the fact that the triangle { 1,2,4) 
does not satisfy the angle property. 
We end this section by demonstrating that primitive T-structures are rigid in the 
sense that one feature (out of at most two) of a primitive Ts determines it completely. 
First we recall a result from [7]. 
Proposition 2.14. Let g = (D, 9 ) he an angular 2s and let FE.?. Let y’ = (D, .Y ‘), btlhere 
3 ’ = (9 - (F ) )u ( u F ). If y is primitir;e, then also y’ is a primitive anyular 2s. 
Theorem 2.15. Let y hc> a primitir:e Ts. [f‘ 11 is a Ts such that dom(h)=dom(y) and 
,fkat(y)n,fSat(h)#@, then ~=cJ. 
Proof. If either I,fkat(cg)l= 1 or Ijitat(h)= 1 I. then the result holds trivially. 
Hence, we may assume that I.f;Uat(.~l)I > 1 and / &rt(h)l> 1. 
Let Fcfiat(y)n,feUt(h). 
Let F’ be the other feature of y (by Proposition 2.3, y has two features) and let 
y’ = (D, i P, P’) ), where P = u F and P’ = U F ‘. By Proposition 2.14, 8’ is a primitive 
angular 2s. Since h results from y’ by refining its equivalence classes, h is also 
a primitive angular 2s. Hence, by Proposition 2.3, h has also two features. 
Let ,fixt(g)= (F, F1) and /&t(h)= (F, F,), where F1 = (P,rec(P)) and Fz = 
(Q.recQ). 
Assume to the contrary that F1 # Fz. 
Let S,,=PnQ, SIz= Pnrer(Q), Szl =rer(P)nQ, S,,=rer(P)nreu(Q); hence, 
Szz=rer(S,,) and Szl=rev(SIz). Let F’1’=(S,,,S22) and F’2’=(S12,S21). 
Let ,f‘ be the 2s such that dom(,f’)=dom(y) and,feat(f)= jF, F”‘, F”‘). 
It is easy to check (simple case analysis) that ,f‘ is a Ts. But ,f has three features and, 
so, by Proposition 2.3, ,f’ is not primitive. On the other hand, f’ results from y by 
refining some of the equivalence classes of y and, so, %( ,f’) C % (y). Since .L/ is primitive, 
we get a contradiction. 
Consequently, it must be that F 1 = Fz and, so, h =.L/. 0 
The following examples illustrate the scope of Theorem 2.15. 
Example 2.16. Let <J be the Ts shown in Fig. 17 and h the Ts shown in Fig. 18. 
Note that dom(y)=dom(h) and one feature (viz., the one labeled B in the figures) is 
common to y and 11. However, (I# h. Since y is not primitive, this example shows that 
the assumption of primitivity in the statement of Theorem 2.15 is essential. 
Example 2.17. Let y be the angular 2s shown in Fig. 19 and h the angular 2s shown in 
Fig. 20. Note that dom(y)=dom(h) and one feature (viz., the one labeled A in the 
figures) is common to y and h. However, Q # h. Since h is not a Ts, this example shows 
that the assumption of antisymmetry (for angular 2-structures) in the statement of 
Theorem 2.15 is essential. 
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3. T-structures with at most two features 
In this section we consider T-structures with at most two features. There are many 
motivations for investigating them. First of all we shall prove in this section that such 
T-structures are a “normal form” for all T-structures (Theorem 3.3). Then we shall 
also prove that such T-structures are closely related to pairs of linear orders. Also, it 
has been proved in [7] that each primitive angular 2s is of one of the three types, 
where one of these types is a Ts with at most two features. 
We begin by introducing the notion of a similarity which formalizes the intuitive 
notion of a “local isomorphism” of shapes. 
Definition 3.1. (1) Let y1 =(Di,Yi), y,=(D2,Yp2) be 2-structures with pi =shape(y,)= 
(Di,~i,cpi) and B2=~ha~e(~z)=(D2,.~~,~2). 
(1.1) A bijection $:D1+Dz is a similarity between y1 and y2 iff $(%(y1))=?Z’((y2), 
and for each X~in(fi~), $ restricted to ddess,(X) is an isomorphism between vi(X) 
and (PZ($(X)). 
(1.2) gl, y2 are similar iff there exists a similarity between g1 and y2. 
(2) Labeled 2-structures CJ~, y2 are similar iff und(g,), und(y,) are similar. 
In the above definition, the function Ic/ is naturally extended to the function 
mapping the family of subsets of D, into the family of subsets of D2. 
Note that two primitive (labeled) 2-structures yi, y2 are similar iff they are 
isomorphic. 
Example 3.2. Let g1 be the 2s shown in Fig. 21 and cl2 the 2s shown in Fig. 22. 
Let ICI:don~(tl,)~dom(y,) be the bijection such that $(1)=3, $(2)=5, $(3)=6, 
$(4)=8, and $(5)=9. 
Since %(t/i)=~%(y,)u( (1,5i, (2,3,4) ), and ~(.(/2)=~~~((tlz)u((3,9j, (5,6,8) ), 
$(55kl1))=~k/r). 
Since .shupr(y,) is as shown in Fig. 23 and shape(g2) is as shown in Fig. 24, it is 
easily seen that, for each X~i!r(/ji), $ restricted to lldespl(X) is an isomorphism 
between vi(X) and cp2($(X)), where pi =slzupe(tl,)=(D,,.~-,,qr,,) and shape(~~,)= 
w2, .32> cp2). 
Hence, $ is a similarity between y 1 and y2. (Note that yi and g2 are “quite 
different”; e.g., yi has two features while y2 has three features). 
It turns out that if we do not distinguish between similar T-structures, then it 
suffices to consider T-structures with at most two features. 
Fig. 21. 
Fig. 22. 
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Theorem 3.3. For each T-structure, there exists a similar T-structure with at most two 
features. 
Proof. Let q=(D, 9) be a Ts. Let p=(D, .Y, cp) be the shape of y. 
Since y is antisymmetric, Propositions 1.23 and 1.15 imply that q(X) is either linear 
or primitive for each XEF. By Proposition 2.3, for each XEF such that 
Idom(cp(X))I 33 and q(X) is primitive, q(X) has precisely two features. 
Now we choose two pairs of labels (A, A’ 1 and (B, B’), and construct a /2s-labeled 
tree family /I, = (‘J, , T,, cp, ) as follows: 2, = D, ,F, = .F-, and 
~ if XEJ is such that Irlonz(cp(X)I 23 and (p(X) is primitive, then d(P,)= A. 
ii(P;)=A’, 6(P2)=B, d(P;)=B’, where {P,,P;) and (P2,P;) are the two features 
of V(X), 
~ if XE.F is such that q(X) is linear, then either S(P1)=A and d(P;)=A’, or 
d(P,)=B and d(P’,)=B’, where [P,,P ‘, ) is the feature of q(X), b is the labeling 
function of q,(X), and the choice of labels is done so that fi, is disjoint (see 
Definition 1.28). 
By Proposition 1.29, /?, is a /2s-shape, and by Proposition 1.27, there is a unique 
/2s y, such that /?, =shupe(g, ). 
Let [I’= und(P,) and y’= ~nd(y, ). Clearly, P’=shape(y’). But .L/’ has at most two 
features, and since, obviously, p’= /I, g, y’ are similar. Consequently, the theorem 
holds. 0 
The proof of the previous theorem is, in fact, a special case of the proof given in [3] 
for the “three-color” theorem. 
Next we will demonstrate that T-structures with at most two features may be 
identified with ordered pairs of linear orders. 
First we need a lemma concerning partial orders. 
Two partial orders (D,,p,), (D2,p2) are complementary iff D1 = D2 and, for each 
(.Y, y)cE2(D1), there exists precisely one PE [pl, rez>(p,), pz, ~~(p~)i such that (.x, ~)EP. 
Remark 3.4. Note that if (D, p1 ), (D, pz) are two nonempty complementary partial 
orders, then g=(D,.F), where .P= (Fl,F2 ), with F1 = [pI, rev(p,)), Fz= [pz, reu(p,)i 
is a Ts with two features. If p,=& then g=(D, jF, i) is a linear 2s. 
Lemma 3.5. (1) Let (D,d,) und (D,d,) be [inear orders, and let p1 =(i,nd,, 
P~=~~~W~ZI. Then (D,PI), (D,Pz) are complementary purtiul orders. 
(2) Let (D, pl), (D, pz) be complementary purtiul orders. There exist linear orders 
(D,d,) and (D,cS,) such that p1 =6,nd, and p2=d,nrev(67). Moreover, if 6,,d2 are 
lineur orders sutkjjiny these equalities, then 6, =pl up, ad 6, = p1 urev(p2); i.e., the 
linear orders 6,, d2 satisfying the above equalities are unique. 
Proof. (1) Obvious. 
(2) If one of pl, pz is empty, then the result is obvious (see Remark 3.4). 
Assume then that both p1 and pz are nonempty. 
Clearly, if we set a1 =pIupz and Gz=p,urev(p2), then li,,6, satisfy the required 
equalities, and by Theorem 2.11 (see Remark 3.4), 6, and d2 are linear orders. 
On the other hand, if 6,,Sz are linear orders such that p1 =dl nd2 and 
p2=61nrev(d2), then 6, is a common linear extension of p1 and pz, and 6, is 
a common linear extension of p1 and reu(p*). Hence, plup,~dl, pIurev(p,)cd2; 
so, because pr , p2 are complementary, 6, = p1 up2 and d2 = p1 urev(p2). Hence, the 
second part of the statement of the lemma also holds. 0 
Theorem 3.6. Let y = (D, 9) be N 2s with at most tu.ofiatures. g is a Ts $f there exist 
lineur orders h,=(D,p,), h,=(D,p,) such that .Y=(61n62: G,~(p,,rev(p,)) und 
d2~ ipz, redp,)) - (8). 
Proof. Directly from Theorem 2.9, Remark 3.4 and Lemma 3.5. 0 
Given a Ts t/ and linear orders h,, h, as in the statement of Theorem 3.6, we say that 
/I,, h, (or p,, p2) are linear orders determinirq y. 
Example 3.7. Let h, =(D,pl) and hZ=(D,p2) be the linear orders such that 
D=[1,2,3,4,5,6], p1=(1,2,3,4,5,6), and p2=(6,4,3,1,2,5). Then 
~,=p,np2=~u,2~, (1,5), (2,5), (3,5), (4,5);, 
P,=p,nrec(l,,)=1(1,3), (1,4), (1,6), (2,3), (2,4), (2,6), (3,4), 
(376) (4,6), (576) 1, 
P,=re~(P~)=reu(p,)np,, and 
P,=rec(P1)=rer(pl)nreu(p2). 
Hence,y=(D,d),whereY={P,,P,,Pj,P4, 1 is as shown in Fig. 25, where A labels 
PI, and B labels P2. 
Clearly, 61 is antisymmetric and it is easy (although tedious) to check that each 
triangle of g satisfies the angular property. Hence, q is a Ts. 
Example 3.8. Let g be the Ts shown in Fig. 26. 
Let PI be the class labeled by A, and P2 the class labeled by B. Then 
p,=P,uP2=(5,4,2,1,3)andp2=P,ureu(P2)=(2,4,5,3,1),anditiseasily 
checked that P,=p,np2, P2=p1nret~(p,),rev(P,)=rev(p,)nret$p2), and 
rec(P2)=rev(p1)np2. 
Remark 3.9. It is important to note that Theorem 3.6 is intrinsic for two linear orders. 
This is illustrated by the following example. 
Consider linear orders hi=(D, pi) for in{ 1,2,3), where p1 =( 1,2,3), p2 =(2,3, l), and 
p3 =(3, 1,2). Then 
.Y=[~5,nb~n~S~: d,~[pi, ret;(pi)j for i~{1,2,3))-{0} 
= (1~ 3)), j(f,2)), :(A 3);, ((3, I);, j(2, I)), ((3,2)j_), 
and, so, y = ( [ 1,2,3), .Y) is a 2s but not an angular 2s! 
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Theorem 3.6 leads to the following characterization of clans of a Ts with at most 
two features. 
Theorem 3.10. Let g be a Ts with at most two ,features, let h,, h2 he linear orders 
determining g, and let X sdonz(y). Then, X~ct’(cq) $fX~sey(h, )nseg(h2). 
Proof. If Xe.B%(y) then the theorem clearly holds. 
Hence, we can assume that 1 X 13 2 and X c dam(q). 
Assume that XE%(~). 
Assume now to the contrary that either X$seg(h,) or X#sey(hz); without loss of 
generality, we may assume that X$seg(h,). 
Hence, there exist .Y, y, uEdom(y) such that (s, u), (u, ~)ET,, and .x,y~X, but u$X, 
where T1 is the relation of 11~. Since /I,, h, determine y, this implies that (u, x), (u, y) are 
not g-equivalent, contradicting the fact that XE%(~). 
Consequently, XE%(LJ) implies XEseg(hl)nsey(h2). 
Now assume that X~seg(lz,)nseg(h~). 
Assume to the contrary that X#%‘(.(l). 
Hence, there exist .x,4’, uEdom(g) such that x, ~GX, u$X, and (u, .)c), (~1, ~1) are not 
y-equivalent. Since h,, h2 determine y, this implies that (x, u), (u, y)~p, where 
0~ i T1, rec( T1 ), Tz, rer( T2)) and T1, T, are the relations of h,, h2, respectively. 
This, however, implies that either X$seg(h,) or X$seg(hz); a contradiction. 
Consequently, X~seg(lz,)nseg(h,) implies XE%‘(g). 
Hence, the theorem holds. 0 
4. Structured functions, T-functions, and texts 
In this section we will consider structured functions - they are labeled 2-structures 
together with values assigned to the elements of their domain; in particular, T- 
functions are labeled T-structures with values assigned to the elements of their 
domains. Then, based on Theorem 3.6, we consider descriptions of T-functions 
through a pair of linear orders and a function evaluating elements of the domain; such 
descriptions are called texts. Finally, we discuss texts as generalizations of words. 
Definition 4.1. A sfructured,function is an ordered pair (R, g) such that i is a function, 
and g is a /2s with dam(g) = dom (A). 
For a structured functionf‘=(i., g), we will use and(f) to denote (j., und(g)). 
A structured function (j., g) can be seen as a labeled 2-structure g with certain values 
assigned to the elements of dom( g) by the function j.. The notion of a structured 
function generalizes the notion of a function: a function i. is (represented by) a struc- 
tured function (i., g), where g is a complete /2s. Also, the notion of a structured 
function generalizes the notion of a labeled 2-structure: a /2s g is (represented by) the 
structured function (i., g), where i. is the identity function on dam(g). 
Most of the notions and notations we had for (labeled) 2-structures carry over to 
structured functions. 
The notion of isomorphism is extended to structured functions as follows. Two 
structured functionsf, =(j.l, gl),,fz =(A,, g2) are isomorphic iff there exists an isomor- 
phism cp between g1 and gZ such that, for each xedorn(j_,), j.,(x)=i.,(cp(x)). 
We extend now the notions of various kinds of tree families so that they include 
assigning values to the elements of their domains - in this way, they can be “transfer- 
red to” the theory of structured functions. 
Definition 4.2. (1) An evaluated tree family is a 3-tuple (D, .F; 4) where (D, Y) is a tree 
family, and $ is a function on D. 
(2) An evaluated Zs-labeled tree,fumily is a 4-tuple 7 =(D, F, cp; $), where (D, F’, cp) 
is a 2s-labeled tree family, and $ is a function on D. 
(3) An evaluated /2s-labeled tree,fumily is a 4-tuple y = (D, J, cp; $), where (D, F, cp) 
is a /2s-labeled tree family, and $ is a function on D. 
In order to simplify this involved terminology, we will use the terms “evaluated 
family”, “evaluated 2s ,family”, and “evaluated /2s family” to abbreviate the terms 
“evaluated tree family”, “ evaluated 2s-labeled tree family”, and “evaluated /2s-labeled 
tree family”, respectively. 
Now all the notions we had for tree families, 2s-labeled tree families, and /2s- 
labeled tree families are modified in the obvious way (adding an evaluation of the 
elements of the domain) to their evaluated counterparts. In particular, note that for an 
evaluated family SI its tree, tr.ee(x), is now a leaf-labeled tree (hence, leaves have also 
labels), and for an evaluated (/)2s family 2, tree(a) is a node-labeled tree. Also, the 
shape of a structured function is an ecaluutrd /2s family (rather than a /2s family), and 
for an evaluated /2s family 11, we have now the “eruluuted /2s of 7” (rather than /2s of 
;‘; see Definition 1.32) which is then the structured,function of?, denoted by st$(y). The 
notion of /2s shape corresponds now to the notion of evaluated /2.s slzupe, ab- 
breviated as ~‘2s shape. 
Definition 4.3. Let ,f’=(>., q) be a structured function. The shupe qf’.f’ is the evaluated 
/2s family ;l=(D, .F, cp; j.) such that (D, .F-, q)=shape(y). 
Example 4.4. Let ,f‘=(;., q) be the structured function such that y is the /2s from 
Example I .26 and i(2) = j.(4) = LI, i(3) = i.( 1) = h, j.(5) = c. Then ,f‘is represented as in 
Fig. 27. 
In the above figure the function j. is represented on top of the usual graphical 
representation of y (see Fig. 2) by representing the value of i. for each s~dom( .y) as the 
label of the node s. 
Then the (evaluated) shape 71 off’is as shown in Fig. 28 (compare Fig. 13). 
Again, the values of i are given as the labels of the elements of &m(y) (hence, of the 
leaves of ;s). 
Hence, ,f’= .st~~(;~). 
Example 4.5. Consider the structured functionf=(i., q) shown in Fig. 29. 
Then the (evaluated) shape 11 of,f’is as shown in Fig. 30. 
Hence, ;’ is an e/2s shape. 
Again, ,f’= st$(;s). 
b a 
Fig. 27. 
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The following observation is obvious. 
Lemma 4.6. [f 2’ =(D, .T, cp; $) is an eaaluated locally linear (2s family and 
styf (7) = (2, g), then i. = tj and g is a / Ts. 
Example 4.7. Let 7 be the evaluated locally linear /2s family shown in Fig. 31. Then 
wf (y)=(i, g) is as shown in Fig. 32. Indeed, it is easy to check that y is a /Ts. 
We have seen in Section 3 that a T-structure with at most two features can be 
specified (described) by two linear orders. Equipping two linear orders with an 
evaluating function on their domain leads to the notion of a text. 
Definition 4.8. A text is a 3-tuple (j_, p1 , pz), where /. is a finite function, and pl, p2 are 
linear order relations on dom(i.). 
For a text r=(i, pl, p2), we will use fun,, dam(t), VO(z), and HO(r) to denote 
i., dom(E.), pl, and pz, respectively. Also, for Z cdom(j.), the Z-restriction of T, denoted 
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by T.I~, is defined by 71z=(E.lz, p,n(Z x Z), pzn(Z x Z)). If tI, 52 are texts such that 
dom(zI)ndom(r2)=@, then we say that TV, r2 are disjoint. 
With each text we associate a structured function as follows. 
Definition 4.9. Let z=(& pl, pz) be a text. (1) The strucfured function of 7 is the 
structured function (j., g) such that 
part(g)= (p1np2, hnredp2), redp,)np2, reu(pl)nrev(p2)}-{~), 
ldJpl np2) = VK lab,(p,nreu(p2))= Vfl, 
lab,(re4pl)np2)= pff, hb,(rev(pl)nreu(p2))= VH. 
(2) The shape of r, denoted by shape(r), is the shape of the structured function of T. 
From the above definition it easily follows that, for each structured functionj; there 
exists at most one text T such thatfis the structured function of r (i.e., if TV, TV are texts 
such that4 is the structured function of TV andf’is the structured function of T~, then 
r, = rz); this r is called the test of‘.f: 
Example 4.10. Let r=(E., pr, pz) be the text such that j_ = { (1, a), (2, b), (3, c), (4, a), 
(5,a),(6,b)J,p,=(1,2,3.4,5,6),andpz=(6,4,3,1,2,5). 
Then,f&,=i., donr(r)= (1, 2, 3,4, 5,6), the structured function of 7 is as shown in 
Fig. 33 and shape(r) is as shown in Fig. 34. 
For Z= (1, 3, 5, 61, rl,=r’=(i.‘, pi, pi), where E.‘={(l, a), (3, c), (5, u), (6, b)), 
pi =( 1, 3, 5, 6) and p; =(6, 3, 1. 5). 
Also, the structured function of r’ is as shown in Fig. 35 and shape(t’) is as shown in 
Fig. 36. 
Theorem 4.11. [f' t is a text und (i., g) the structured function of T, then y is a /Ts. 
Proof. Directly from Theorem 3.6. 0 
This result leads to the following definition. 
Definition 4.12. A TTfunc.tion is a structured functionf=(i., y) such that y is a /Ts. 
We use Tf to abbreviate the term “T-function”, and then use T’(t) to denote the 
T-function of a text r. 
As pointed out in Remark 2.5, the shape of a /Ts (and, hence, of a text) contains 
only primitive and linear nodes. The following classes of texts will be useful in the 
sequel. 
b c 
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Definition 4.13. Let 5 be a text. (1) 5 is alternating iff shape(s) is locally linear; 
otherwise, T is nonalternating. 
(2) 5 is primitive iff rf(:f(r) is primitive. 
Note that if shape(s) is locally linear, then the features of the nodes are alternately 
-- 
labeled by { VH, VH $ and (VI?, 6%) (because shapes are disjoint). This motivates the 
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choice of the term alternating. We will use ALT and NALT to denote the classes of 
alternating and nonalternating texts, respectively. 
Recall (see Preliminaries) that a word M! is an ordered pair (i., p), where i. is a finite 
function and p is a linear order relation on dam(2). Hence, \V corresponds naturally to 
the text ~~ = (2, p, p). Then indeed y = 7”(r,,.) is linear, shape(r,,) has one inner element 
only, c/,( VH) = p and cI,( VH) = rec( p) (while cI,( Vg) = cI,( VH) = @). 
Example 4.14. Let \V = (;., p) where j. = ((x, ti), (y, u), (~1, h), (u, a)) and v = ((x, y, u, c) ). 
Then r,,.=(i. p, p), q= r’(r,,) is shown in Fig. 37 and, so, shape(r,,) is shown in 
Fig. 38. 
In formal language theory one deals mostly with standard words, i.e., words of the 
form (2, p), where &m(2) = (1, . . , n) andp=(l,...,n)forn>l.Ifwisastandardword, 
then the corresponding text rH, is such that cEom(t,.) = { 1, . , a) and VO(r,,,) = (1, . , n). 
The above considerations lead to the following definition. 
Fig. 37. 
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Definition 4.15. Let T=(& pl, p2) be a text. 
(1) The V-word ofr, denoted by V-word(r), is the text (i., pl, pl), and the H-word of 
T, denoted by H-word(r), is the text (i., p2, pz). 
(2) T is standard iff dom(s)={l, . . . . n) and pI=(l, . . . . n) for some n3 1. 
Since texts are based on linear orders, the notion of isomorphism of texts is based 
on the notion of isomorphism of linear orders. 
Definition 4.16. Texts tI, r2 are isomorphic, denoted by rl -t2, iff there exists a bijec- 
tion ~p:dorn(r,)+dorn(T~) such that cp is an isomorphism between (dorn(T,), VO(rl)) 
and (doWI( VO(r2)), cp is an isomorphism between (doin( HO(r,)) and 
(dom(TJ, HO(t,)), and, for each xEdom(T,), i1 (x) =&((p(x)); then cp is an isomorphism 
from T1 onto Tl. 
Example 4.17. (1) Let rl, 72 be the texts such that fun,, = {(l, a), (2, b), (3, a), (4, c)}, 
W7,)=(1,2, 3,4), HO(7,)=(3,2,4, l), .f uk, = ( (1,4, (2,4, (3, h), (4, a)}, VO(7,) = 
(4, 3, 2, l), HO(7,)=(2, 3, 1, 4). 
Thencp:{1,2,3,4’ {-Cl, 2, 3, 4) such that (p(l)=4, cp(2)=3, (p(3)=2, and q(4)= 1 is 
an isomorphism between r1 and 72. 
(2) Let 73, 74 be the texts such that fun,, = { (1, a), (2, a), (3, a)> =fin(r,), 
v0(7,)= vo(T,)=(l, 2, 3), HO(r,)=(3, 2, 1), HO(7,)=(1, 2, 3). 
It is easily seen that r3, 74 are not isomorphic. 
Note that, although 73, zq from the above example are not isomorphic, 
V-word(T,) - V-word(r4) and H-word(tL1) - H-word(t,). This illustrates the fact that 
a text cannot be considered simply as a pair of words! 
Also note that each text is isomorphic with a standard text; in this way, standard 
texts form an important “normal form” for texts. 
A text is an ordered pair of linear orders on a labeled (an evaluated) finite set. In 
a standard text T, V0(~)=(1, . . . . n), where n= Idom(,fun,)I, and then HO(r) can be seen 
as a permutation on (1, . . . . n). Consequently, a standard text can be seen (can be 
specified) as a permutation on a labeled prefix of positive integers. 
Example 4.18. Consider the standard text 5 such that fun, = ( (1, a), (2, a), (3, b), (4, a) ) 
and HO(s)=(3, 1, 2,4). Then T can be specified by the ordered pair (,fin,, x), where 
7-t is the permutation on (1,2, 3,4) such that 7r(l)=H0(1)=3, 71(2)=H0(2)=1, 
n(3)=H0(3)=2, and 77(4)=H0(4)=4. 
Since each text is isomorphic with a standard text, one can consider texts as 
(labeled) permutations. In this way, the theory of texts can be seen as a theory of 
labeled permutations. 
We would like to end this section by discussing how our formal notion of text 
formalizes the notion of text as investigated in linguistics. 
There are three features characteristic of texts: 
(i) Text is a sequence of discrete units, where units are phonemes, morphemes, 
phrases, etc. (see, e.g., [lo] ). 
(ii) The units form a hierarchy which is often described by a tree (see, e.g., [2]). 
(iii) There are relations between units, which are called grarnmaticaI when holding 
within a sentence and cohesive when holding between sentences (see, e.g., [S, 91). 
In general, there are no inherent relationships between (i), (ii), and (iii), i.e., between 
the ordering of units, the hierarchical tree, and the relational system involved. 
Looking for a data structure that combines the three features leads to our (formal) 
notion of text. 
The notion of a labeled 2-structure combines features (ii) and (iii), where the 
elements of the partition (for a given /2s y) are the relations involved and a (/2s- 
labeled) tree family (for $1) provides a hierarchical structure. Let us illustrate it on 
a rather simple example. 
Consider the sentence “Large planes fly fast”. Its (syntactic) tree structure is as 
shown in Fig. 39. There are three relations involved: 
~1,: adjective modification of a noun; 
pz: adverbial modification of a verb; and 
p3: subject-predicate relation. 
The use of p1 and oz in our sentence is obvious. The question is what are the 
arguments for p3 in this sentence. 
There are two possibilities considered in linguistics. 
(1) Relation p3 holds between phrases (hence, “higher-level units”), which may be 
illustrated as shown in Fig. 40. Then the corresponding hierarchical structure is as 
shown in Fig. 41. 
(2) Each phrase has a “head” and p3 holds between the heads of the phrases, which 
may be illustrated as shown in Fig. 42. Then the corresponding hierarchical structure 
is as shown in Fig. 43. 
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In our approach the relationship between phrases is hereditary (the phrases corres- 
pond to clans and the relationships between clans are inherited top-down through 
a /2s-labeled family tree). Hence, p3 is as depicted in Fig. 44. 
The corresponding hierarchical structure is the one of Fig. 41. As a matter of fact, in 
our approach we go from the hierarchical structure (Fig. 41) to the flat structure of the 
sentence (Fig. 44) using the hereditary property of the relationships! Hence, the 
approach (1) (“the relationship between phrases is determined by the relationship 
between heads”) is consistent with our approach. 
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The angularity and antisymmetry properties (which define T-structures) provide 
a connection between (i) and (ii), because angularity and antisymmetry allow one to 
give an ordering of a hierarchical tree (the VO(r) order for a text t). 
5. Structured functions, T-functions, and texts 
The notion of a text generalizes the notion of a word. A text T may be seen as a word 
(,fun(r), VO(s)) foyerher with a “structure spanned on it” determined by HO(t); this 
T-strum~rrs, T-/irnctions, and tezt.s 267 
“structure” is represented by shape(r). If T is alternating, then its structure is very much 
tree-like: all nodes of &ape(z) are linear; otherwise, shape(r) contains (also) primitive 
nodes and, so, the structure spanned on T is a “generalized tree” where, for (some) 
inner nodes, its descendants may be organized in a primitive rather than linear way. 
Ordered trees play a central role in classical formal language theory in providing 
the structure of words (see, e.g., [I 11). A word with a tree structure spanned on it is 
a leaf-labeled ordered tree. In this section we will demonstrate a close relationship 
between leaf-labeled ordered trees and alternating texts ~ the main result we present 
points out that alternating texts are good descriptions of leaf-labeled ordered trees. 
Definition 5.1. Let 7 = (D, .F, ~3; $) be a locally linear evaluated /2s family. 
A selector ,for ; is a subset o of u XEin(~) part(cp(X)) such that, for each X~ino), 
lanpavt(cp(X))I = 1. 
Hence, a selector 0 for ; can be seen as a function assigning to each X~in(;j) 
a selector for q(X) (in the sense of Definition 2.10); in other words, c is a union of 
selectors for q(X) for each X~in(y). Consequently, if CJ is a selector for 7, then, for each 
X~in(y), a(X) denotes the class of q(X) that belongs to cr. 
Definition 5.2. Let ;’ = (D, .8, cp; $) be a locally linear evaluated /2s family, and let g be 
a selector for 7. The leaf-labeled ordered tree of;] induced by CT, denoted by otree(y, CT), is 
the leaf-labeled ordered tree such that its underlying leaf-labeled tree t equals 
tree(D, 5; $) and, for each X~in(;,), ord,(X) = o(X). 
Example 5.3. Let ;‘=(I), .Y, y; I/I) be the evaluated locally linear /2s family from 
Example 4.7 (see Fig. 31). Recall that for a /2s y and a label K of g, cl,(K) denotes the 
class of purt( t/) that is labeled by K. 
(1) Let rrl be the following selector for ;‘: 
a,((l,2,3,4,5,6))=cl,,,1,.,.3.4.5.61,(A), 
o,(I1,2,3i)=~1,,(1,.2,31)(B), 
~,((4,5))=~1,,(1,.,I,(B), and 
OI((2, 3j)=c1,,;*.3;)(C), 
Then otree(y, al) is the leaf-labeled ordered tree shown in Fig. 45. 
(2) Let o2 be the following selector for 3’: 
0,((1,2, 3,4, 5,6))=cl,,I,.,.~.4.5.61)(A), 
o~({l, 2, 3))=re~(cl,,I,.,.,I,(B)), 
~~(14, 5j.)=cl,(;,. s;,(B), and 
a,(t2, 3})=reu(cl,,l,.,I,(C)). 
Then otree(y, g2) is the leaf-labeled ordered tree shown in Fig. 46. 
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A leaf-labeled ordered tree can be seen as an evaluated 2s family. 
Definition 5.4. Let t be a leaf-labeled ordered tree. Let, for each u~in(t), D,,= jcontr,(u): 
us&es,(c)} and d,,= (P>,, reu(P,,)}, where for each (U,, U,)EE~(D,.), (I/,, UJEP,. iff 
(ul, u2)~ovd,(v), where pi = contr,(u,) for ie{ 1, 2j-. The evaluated 2sfamily oft, denoted 
by e2s[f(t), is the evaluated 2s family (D, F, cp; $), where D = leqf(t), T= (contr,(v): 
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vend), for each vein, ~(c~ntr~(u))=(D,, 2p,.), and for each v~leuf(t), 
$({c))=lah,(u). 
Example 5.5. Let t be the leaf-labeled ordered tree shown in Fig. 47. Then e2stf(t) is as 
shown in Fig. 48. 
In considering leaf-labeled ordered trees, we are often not distinguishing between 
trees which differ only by the identity of their inner nodes. Hence, e.g., we may want to 
identify the trees shown in Fig. 49. 
To this aim, we introduce the notion of a strong isomorphism between leaf-labeled 
ordered trees. Two leaf-labeled ordered trees 1, =(Or, T,, ,u~; cc/r), t2 =(02, T2, ,u2; It/J 
are stronyly ison?ovphic iff le~~((tl)=/eaf(t,) and there exists an isomorphism cp be- 
tween (Or, T,) and (Dz, T2) such that, for each u~in(t,), ~(,u~(u))=~,(~(u)), and, for 
each ~~leqf(t,), q(u)=a and U,,(u)=&,(u) (in the equality ~p(~~(u))=~,(cp(u)), cpis 
naturally extended from D1 into sequences over Or). 
Hence, whenever we need to say formally (as, e.g., in the next definition) that we 
identify leaf-labeled ordered trees that differ only by the identity of their inner nodes, 
we use the notion of strong isomorphism. Although in the sequel we will be somewhat 
hformal, it should be always clear from the context of considerations whether we are 
considering “concrete” leaf-labeled ordered trees or leaf-labeled ordered trees up to 
strong isomorphism. 
We can relate now locally linear evaluated /2s families to leaf-labeled ordered trees. 
In order to keep the following basic definition as simple as possible, in Definition 5.6 
we do not distinguish between a singleton set {x} and its element x. 
Definition 5.6. Let y be a locally linear evaluated /2s family, g a selector for y, and 
t a leaf-labeled ordered tree . y is a-compatible with t iff otree(y, O) is strongly isomor- 
phic with t. 
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The assumption that a singleton set (.x} is identified with its element in the above 
definition is essential from the formal point of view. If a locally linear evaluated /2s 
family ;’ is o-compatible with a leaf-labeled ordered tree t (for a selector cr for y), then 
we may have, e.g., that>ont(otree(7, (T))= (11 (3) {S) (6) andfionr(t) = 1 3 5 6, but still, 
according to our convention,fiont(orree(y, ~))=front(t); also the mapping cp establish- 
ing a strong isomorphism between otree(y, 0) and t will be such that cp((x)-)=x for 
YE [ 1,3, 5,6), but still, according to our convention, we assume that 9 satisfies q(u)= L’ 
for each ~~le~~((otree(~, a)), as required by the definition of a strong isomorphism. 
In Definition 5.6 we have defined the compatibility of ;’ with t by going first into 
otree(y, rr) and then comparing it with t. Clearly, we could have defined the compatibility 
using Definition 5.4: first going from t to e2@(t) and then comparing e2stf(t) with y. 
Example 5.7. Let ;’ be the evaluated locally linear /2s family from Example 4.7 (see 
Fig. 31) and let pi be the selector for y given in Example 5.3(l); (otree(>j, CJ~) is given in 
Fig. 45). Let t be the leaf-labeled ordered tree from Example 5.5 (given in Fig. 47). Then 
;’ is cr,-compatible with t. 
Now, with each alternating text t, we associate a leaf-labeled ordered tree t-this t is 
unique up to the identity of its internal nodes. We say that r is compatible with t, and 
the intuition behind it is that T “describes” t. 
Definition 5.8. (1) Let T be an alternating text, and let 7 =(D, .Y’, cp; $) be the shape of 
T. The z-selector for ;’ is the set of all those classes from u x,i,(~,pUrt(cp(X)) which are 
labeled either by VH or by VH. 
(2) Let T be an alternating text, and let 1 be a leaf-labeled ordered tree. T is 
compatible with r iff shape(r) is a-compatible with t, where 0 is the r-selector for 
shape(r). 
It is important to note that if an alternating text T is compatible with a leaf-labeled 
ordered tree t, then VO(~)=jior~t(t) and i.( VO(r)) = yield(t). 
Example 5.9. Let t=(i, pl, pz) be the standard text such that 
j. = {(l, a), (2, b), (3, a), (4, c), (5, b)} and p2 =(4,2, 3, 5, 1). 
Then rf(‘f(r) is as shown in Fig. 50 and shape(z) is as shown in Fig. 51. 
Hence, z is alternating. 
Let t be the leaf-labeled ordered tree shown in Fig. 52. 
Then, comparing Figs. 5 1 and 52, it is easily seen that t is compatible with t (where 
the classes of the natural selector o for shape(r) are the classes represented in Fig. 51). 
We prove now that, for each leaf-labeled ordered tree t, there are exactly two 
(strongly related) texts describing it (recall that each tree has at least three nodes). 
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Theorem 5.10. For each leaf-labeled ordered tree t, there exist exactly two alternating 
te.uts that are compatible with t. Moreouer, if T,, s2 are the two alternating texts 
compatible with t. then HO(r,)=ret:(HO(s,)). 
Proof. Let r be a leaf-labeled ordered tree. 
We will show that there are exactly two locally linear e(2s families that can be the 
shape of a text compatible with t. 
Assume then that 5 is an alternating text that is compatible with t. Let 
;’ = shape(r) = (D, 9, cp; tj) and let o be the r-selector for 7. Let tl = otree(y, 0) and let 
p be the strong isomorphism from t onto tl. 
Since t and t 1 are strongly isomorphic, D = leaf (t) = leaf (t 1). Hence, D is uniquely 
determined by t. 
For the same reason, I/ is uniquely determined by t. 
Consider now .Y. Clearly, for each XEY, contr,,(X)=X. Hence, if X=p(u), 
where oEnd(f), then X =contr,,(X)=contr,,(~(v))=~(contr,(v))=contr,(u). Hence, 
.Y = (mm,(o): tiEnd(t)) and, consequently, ? is uniquely determined by t. 
Since, for each X~in(y), a(X)=ord,,(X)=p(ord,(u)), where X=p(u), also o(X) is 
uniquely determined by t. But cp(X)=(dlies,,(X), {o(X), reu(a(X))}, A, a), where either 
6(0(x))= Va and d = [ Va, VH),, or 6(0(x))= VH and d = (VH, VH}. Since 7 is 
disjoint, the value of 6(0(x)) for each XEin(y) is uniquely determined by the value of 
6(0(D)). Consequently, for a given t, we have two choices for cp: one for the case when 
6(a(D))= VI? and one for the case when 6(a(D))= VH. Let 71 be the alternating text 
corresponding to the former case and s2 the alternating text corresponding to the 
latter case. Thus either 7=71 or T=T~. 
Now we move to the “moreover” part of the theorem. 
Let (T1,Tz) - (T; = (7'); hence, T' is the other of the alternating texts TV, TV. Since 
a class of rf (7) is labeled VI? (resp. VH) in rf (7) iff this class is labeled VH (resp. VH) 
in Tf’(s’). 
Hence. the theorem holds. 1 
For a leaf-labeled ordered tree t and an alternating text TE(T~, To), where t, To, ?z 
are as in the statement of Theorem 5.10, we say that 5 is a (alrernatiny) text Jar t. 
Let us divide the nodes oft into odd nodes and even nodes as follows. The root oft is 
an odd node. If cGin(t) is odd and UE&~S,(L’), then u is even. If uEin(t) is even and 
u~ddrs,(u), then u is odd. Then (in the notation from the proof above) 6(0(x))= Vfi 
for each odd XE~(;!) if s=sl, and 8(0(x))= Vfi for each even X~in(y) if T=T~. But 
HO(~)=~I,~,,,(VH)U~‘IT~,,, ( VH) and c/,~,,,( VH) = rev(cl,(,,,( VH)). 
Hence, HO(s,) is the frontier of the tree obtained from t by reversing the order (of 
direct descendants) in all o&l nodes oft, and HO(T,) is the frontier of the tree obtained 
from t by reversing the order (of direct descendants) in all ever1 nobles of t. Conse- 
quently, we say that TV is the odll fe.xt for t and t2 is the ecell text for t. 
Example 5.11. Consider the leaf-labeled ordered tree t shown in Fig. 53. 
The odd text for t is 71 =(j.. (1,2,3,4), (3.4, 1,2)), and the even text for f is 
r2=(&(1,2,3,4), (2: 1,4,3)), where ;.=((l,~), (2, h), (3,c), (4,~);. 
Hence HO(r,)=fkw~t(t,), where t, is the leaf-labeled ordered tree shown in Fig. 54, 
and HO(s,)=,fkont(t,), where t2 is the leaf-labeled ordered tree shown in Fig. 55. 
Example 5.12. The alternating text T from Example 5.9 is the odd text for the 
leaf-labeled tree f from the same example (Fig. 51). 
Note that if we do not distinguish between strongly isomorphic node-labeled 
ordered trees, then, for an alternating text T, we have a unique leaf-labeled ordered tree 
compatible with T and, hence, we may write “the leaf-labeled ordered tree compatible 
with 5”. 
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6. Alternating texts 
In this section we investigate alternating texts. Two characterizations of alternating 
texts - one combinatorial and one “operational” - are given. 
Theorem 6.1. Let z=(j., pl, pJ be a standard text with Idom(s)I =n. ~ENALT ifl 
il <i, <i, <i,, such that either 
Proof. First we need the following claim. 
Claim 6.2. For eoery function R with dam(i) = { 1,2,3,4}, there are exactly two primitive 
standard texts TV, t2 such that fin,, =,f~n,~ =i.. Moreover, 51 =(A, (1,2,3,4), (3, 1,4,2)) 
and TV = (i., (1,2,3,4), (2,4, 1,3)). 
Proof of Claim 6.2. Let i. be a function such that dam(6) = { 1,2,3,4}, and let T be 
a primitive standard text such that&n,=& say, t=(i., pl, pZ), with p1 =(1,2,3,4). 
If p2(2)=2, then {l,3)n{p2(l), ~~(3)) #0. Since (1,2)~sey(p,) and {2,3}~sey(p,), 
this implies that either (1,2) ~sey(p,)nsey(pJ or {2,3}~sey(p,)nseq(pJ. Conse- 
quently, by Theorem 3. IO, r’(:f‘(t) contains a nontrivial clan, contradicting the fact that 
t is primitive. 
Similarly, assuming that either p2(3)=2 or p,(2)=3 or pz(3)= 3 leads to a 
contradiction. 
Consequently, there are two possible cases: either (i) pz(1)=2 and pz(4)= 3 or 
(ii) y,(l)=3 and pz(4)=2. 
If (i) holds, then pz(2)= 1 would imply that Tf’(t) contains a nontrivial clan, 
contradicting the fact that r is primitive. Hence, if(i) holds, then p2 =(2,4, 1,3). 
Similarly, we prove that if (ii) holds, then p2 = (3, 1,4,2). 
Since, obviously, both (i,, pr , (3, 1,4,2)) and (;., pr, (2,4, 1,3)) are primitive, the claim 
holds. C 
Proof of Theorem 6.1 (conclusion). Now assume that TENALT. 
Hence, shape(T) has a primitive node (which is not linear) and, so, by Lemma 2.2, 
T'(T) contains a primitive substructure It on four elements. Consequently, by Claim 
6.2, the text of h is isomorphic either with r1 or with s2 (where rr, z2 are as in the 
statement of Claim 6.2). 
Thus, if we set I=dom(h), then I satisfies the statement of the theorem. 
Now assume that an I as in the statement of the theorem exists. Then 
Seg( VO(T~,))~X~(HO(TI,))=@ and, so, by Theorem 3.10, ~"(TI,) is primitive. Conse- 
quently, by Proposition 1.30, TENALT. 
Thus, the theorem holds. 0 
Remark 6.3. We will refer to the text (;.lr, (ir, i2, i,, i4), (i3, il, i4, i2)) as in the state- 
ment of Theorem 6.1 as a riyht text, and to the text (i-II, (ir, iz, i3, id), (i2, id, il, i3)) as 
a /<jr text. Note that if the text p is either right or left, then 
(i) (vO(cl))(f)+(HO(~))(l) and (vo(p))(4)f(HO(~1))(4), and 
(ii) !(vO(~))(l), (vO(p))(2)) #{(HO(ti))U), (HO(P))(~)]. 
Example 6.4. (1) Let T = (2, (1,2,3,4), (3, 1,4,2)) be the text such that i. = { (1, h), (2, h), 
(3, a), (4, c)). T is not alternating because I =dom(s) satisfies the condition from the 
statement of Theorem 6.1; as a matter of fact, T is a right text. shape(T) is as shown in 
Fig. 56. 
(2) Let t=(i,(1,2,3,4, 5), (3,2,.5, 1,4)) be the text such that i={(l,a), (2,c), (3,a), 
(4, b), (5, u)}. T is not alternating because I = { 1,2,4,5) satisfies the condition from the 
statement of Theorem 6.1; Tl, is a left text. shape(r) is as shown in Fig. 57. 
We will prove now that ALT is the class of texts constructed from the most simple 
singleton texts using basic operations of reverse and sum. 
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Definition 6.5. (1) For a text T, the V-reverse of z, denoted Vrea(r), is the text 
(fun,, rec( VO(T)), HO(T)), the H-recerse of T, denoted by Hretl(s), is the text 
(.fun,, VO(t), rezl(HO(s))), and the,Jip qfr, denoted by,flip(T), is the text (fin,, HO(T), 
VO(T)). 
(2) For disjoint texts TV, TV, the SUM of TV, s2, denoted by t, @ z2, is the text 
(.fbIu.fUn,2, VO(T,)+ VO(Tz). HO(r,)+HOb,)). 
The V-reverse and H-reverse operations are referred to as reverse operations. 
Example 6.6. (1) Consider the text T = (2, (1,2,3,4,5), (5,3, 1,4,2)), where 3. = { (1, u), 
(2, b), (3, u), (4, a), (5, c)). Then Vrer(T)=(i., (5,4,3,2, l), (5,3, 1,4,2)), Hreu(t)=(i., 
(1,2,3,4,5), (2,4,1,3,5)), and .Pip(t) = (k (5,3, 1,4,2), (1,2,3,4,5)). 
(2)Let~,=(i.,,(1,2,3,4),(3,1,4,2))andz,=(i.,,(7,9,10),(10,9,7)),wherei.,=((l,a), 
(2, h), (3,a), (4,a)i and jL2=j(7, b), (9,c), (lO,h)]. Then tI @tz=(E., (1,2,3,4,7,9,10), 
(3,1,4,2,10,9,7)), where j.= [Cl, a), (2, h), (3, u), (4, a), (7, h), (9, c), (10, b)j,. 
Example 6.7. Using the operations of reverse and flip, we can form various other 
operations. 
(1) Let T be a text. Then 
.Pip(Vre~:(,Pip(t)))=(.fun,, VO(s), reu(HO(r))= Hrec(T), 
,Pip(Hrell(,Pip(r)))=(,fun,, reo(VO(t)), HO(r))= Vrer:(T). 
(2) Let r1 =(jWlr pl, aI), and r2=(i,, p2, 6,) be disjoint texts. Then 
Vret:( Vrec(tJ @ Vrec(s,)) 
= Vrev(i,ui2, rec(pJ+rev(p,), 6,+6,) 
Also, in general, if si = (j.i, pi, Si) for 1 <i < II, n > 2, are pairwise disjoint texts, then 
Vrev(Vreo(t,)@...@ Vrec(sl))=(i,u...uj,,,pl+...+p,,6,+...+S1). 
(3) Let TV =(j., , pl, 6,) and TV =(i2, pz, d2) be disjoint texts. Then 
Hrev(Hreu(z,) @ Hrev(r,))= Hrea(j,,ui.,, p1 +pz, rez:(d,)+reu(6,)) 
=(i,ui.,, p1 +pz, 6,+(5,) 
Also, in general, if ~~ = (ii, pi, 6,) for 1 <i < n, n 3 2, are pairwise disjoint texts, then 
Hreu(Hrec(r,)@...@ Hrec(s,))=(j.,u...ur.,,pl+...+p,,6,+...$61). 
Note that (2) follows now from (1) and (3). 
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(4) If si = (i+, pi, Si) for 1 did II, n 3 2, are pairwise disjoint texts, then 
=flip VrevJiip(jlip Vrevjip(s,) @...@ JIip Vrevjlip(Tn)) 
=Hrev(Hrev(r,) @...@ Hrev(s,)). 
Lemma 6.8. ALT is closed under reverse,jip and sum operations. 
Proof. Note that for any text t, 
un4 Tf(4) = un4 TfbW)) = und( TfWp(~))), 
hence if shape(r) is locally linear, then also shape(rev(t)) and shape(fiip(s)) are locally 
linear. 
Let TV and 52 be disjoint and alternating. Suppose that 7 = TV 0 TV is not alternating. 
Hence there is a ZGdom(z) such that S&~,-(~)(Z) is primitive. Obviously 
Zndom(Tl)#@, and Zndom(T2)#@ with either IZndom(r,)1>2 or IZndom(rz)l 
>2. But, by the definition of 0, for each xEZndom(s,) and each yEZndom(z,), 
labTs(,,((x, y))= VH. This contradicts the primitivity of subTs,,,(Z). Hence ? is 
alternating. q 
For technical convenience, we assume that if D is a singleton set, D= {x}; then the 
linear order on D is the one-element sequence (x). 
Definition 6.9. A singleton text is a text of the form (& (x), (x)), where dom(l.) = (x}. 
Lemma 6.10. (1) Each TEALT can be obtained from singleton texts using the opera- 
tions Vrev and 0. 
(2) Each TEALT can be obtained ,from singleton texts using the operations Hrev 
and 0. 
Proof. Let TcALT. 
We prove the lemma by induction on jdom(r)l. 
Base case: I dam(t) I = 1. 
Hence, T is a singleton text and the lemma holds trivially. 
Inductive assumption: Assume that the lemma holds whenever Idom(r)I <n, where 
n32. 
Inductive step: Let Idom(T)I =n. 
Consider a leaf-labeled ordered tree t such that T is a text for t. 
Let tI, . . , tk be the sequence of subtrees of t rooted in direct descendants of root(t) 
and ordered by ord,(root(t)). 
Assume that r is the odd text for t. Then, obviously. 
where, for each 1 <i< k, Ti=(i.i, pi, Si) is the even text for ti. 
Hence, by Examples 6.7(2) and 6.7(3), 
Since, for each 1 <i< k, \dom(ri)l <n, the lemma holds for T. 
Assume that T is the even text for t. Then, obviously, 
where, for each 1 d i < k, Ti = (ii, pi, Si) is the odd text for ti. 
Hence, T=T~ @...@T~. 
Since, for each 1 did k, jdom(ri)l <n, the lemma holds for T. 
This completes the inductive step and, so, the lemma holds. 0 
The reduction construction from the inductrve step of the proof of the above 
theorem is very instructive for an understanding of the relationship between an 
alternating text and a tree it describes. We illustrate this construction by an example. 
Example 6.1 I. Consider the alternating text T = (i, (1,2,3,4,5,6,7), (3,6,4,5,7, 1,2)) 
such that 3.= (( 1, a), (2, b), (3, a), (4, c), (5, h), (6, b), 7, a)). Clearly, z is the o&f text for 
the leaf-labeled ordered tree given in Fig. 58. Then (in the notation of the above proof) 
tr is the leaf-labeled ordered tree given in Fig. 59 and t2 is the leaf-labeled ordered tree 
given in Fig. 60. The even text TV for t, equals (j.,, (1, 2) (1, 2)), where i_, = ((1, a), 
(2, NJ, and the even text s2 for t2 equals (I.,, (3,4,5,6,7), (3,6,4,5,7)), where 
jmz = {(3, a), (4, c), (5, b), (6, b), (7, a) )_. 
It is easily seen that, indeed, 
r=(i.,ui,, VO(tl)+ VO(T& HO(T,)+HO(T,)). 
Theorem 6.12. (1) ALT is the smallest class of texts containing singleton texts and 
closed with respect to V-reverse and 0. 
(2) ALT is the smallest class qf texts containing singleton texts and closed with 
respect to H-reverse and 0. 
Proof. Directly from Lemmas 6.8 and 6.10. C 
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Example 6.13. Let ~=(3., (1,2,3,4), (3,1,2,4)), where L = { (1, a), (2, b), (3, a), (4, c)}. 
Then T can be obtained from the singleton texts 51 =( {(l, a)),(l),(l)), t2 =({(2, b)}, (2), 
(2)), r3 = ({ (3, a)}, (3), (3)), and 54 = ({(4, c) 1, (4), (4)), using the operations V-reverse, 
,pip, and @ as follows: T=jPip(h-eU((keu(Tl 0 T,)@ 53))O T4). 
7. Representing node-labeled ordered trees 
In this section we consider the problem of representing a node-labeled ordered tree 
t by a text 5. Since now T has to represent also labels of inner nodes of t, such 
a representation will be less straightforward than for a leaf-labeled tree. The reasons 
are: 
(i) shape(T) is using (at most) two labels (and their inverses) as labels of its inner 
nodes (more precisely, as labels of /2s’s assigned to its inner nodes), while t may have 
an arbitrary number of labels labeling inner nodes, and 
(ii) in shape(s) the labels of a linear inner node and its linear direct ancestor are 
disjoint, while in t an inner node and its direct ancestor may have the same label. 
The fact that a text T represents a node-labeled ordered tree t is formalized through 
the notion of consistency of T with t. First we need the notion of an evaluated /2s 
family of a node-labeled ordered tree. 
Definition 7.1. Let t be a node-labeled ordered tree. The evaluated (2s .family oft, 
denoted by e/2s[f(t), is the evaluated /2s family (D, Y, cp; $), where D, Y and II/ are as 
in Definition 5.4, and, for each rein(t), q(contr,(c))=(D,., d,., A,., 6,.), where D,., d,. are 
as in Definition 5.4, A,.= (A, A-‘1, where A=lab,(c), and q(P,.)=A, q(rec(P,.))=A~‘. 
In the above definition it is assumed that alph(t) is disjoint with {A- ‘: A~alph(t)). 
Example 7.2. Let t be the node-labeled ordered tree shown in Fig. 61. Then 
;’ = e/2stf (t) is as shown in Fig. 62. y = strf (y) is shown in Fig. 63 and c = shape( .(I) is as 
shown in Fig. 64. 
Definition 7.3. Let T = (2, y,, pz) be a linear text, and let t be a node-labeled tree. T is 
consistent with t iff p1 =,fiont(t), E.(p,) =yield(t), and Tf(7) is similar to strf (y), where 
;’ = erzs[f(t). 
Definition 7.3 may be illustrated using Fig. 65, where p is a bijection establishing 
similarity betweenf and h (it is convenient to see a similarity as a bijection between 
shapes of 2-structures, rather than between the 2-structures themselves). 
Example 7.4. Let 7 =(i, (1,2,3,4,5), (5,2,4, 3, 1)) be the text such that R = [(l, a), (2, a), 
(3, h), (4, a), (5, h)). shape(T) is as shown in Fig. 66. Hence, 7 is alternating. 
Let t be the node-labeled ordered tree from Example 7.2 (see Fig. 61). Clearly, 
VO(r)=front(t) and i( VO(~))=yield(t). It is also clear (compare Fig. 64 with Fig. 66) 
that rf(:f(s) is similar to strf(y), where ;’ = e/2stf (t). Hence, 7 is consistent with t. 
The following lemma follows directly from the definitions of compatibility and 
consistency. First we need the following definition. 
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Definition 7.5. Let t be a node-labeled ordered tree, let y =e/2stf(t), and let 
[ = (D, 9, ~0; $) be the shape of strf(y). The t-selector for < is the set of all those classes 
from UxtinCij~ art(cp(X)) which are labeled by alph(t). 
Lemma 7.6. Let t be a node-labeled ordered tree, let y = et2stf(t), let [ = shape(strf(y)), 
and let 0 be the t-selector ,for i. A text 7 is consistent with t ifs T is compatible with 
otree(i, a). 
Example 7.7. Let t be the node-labeled tree shown in Fig. 67. Then y = e/2stf(t) is as 
shown in Fig. 68. 
It is easily seen (see also Propositions 1.27 and 1.29) that ~=shape(strf(y)). 
Let t=(i., (1,2,3,4,5), (3,4,2,5, 1)) be the text such that E.={(l, a), (2, a), (3, b),(4, a), 
(5, b)). h P ( ) s a e T is as shown in Fig. 69. Hence, r is alternating. 
Clearly, VO(T)=front(t) and 3,( VO(T))= yield(t). It is also clear that (compare 
Figs. 67 and 68) that rf(r) is similar to strf(y). Hence, T is consistent with t. 
It is also clear that T is compatible with the underlying leaf-labeled ordered tree t’ of 
t (i.e. t’ results from t by removing labels of inner nodes of t). 
As in the case of leaf-labeled ordered trees, for each node-labeled ordered tree there 
exist exactly two alternating texts “describing it” (where now “describing” means 
being consistent). 
Theorem 7.8. For each node-labeled ordered tree t, there exist exactly two alternating 
texts consistent with t. 
Fig. 61 
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Fig. 63 
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Proof. Follows directly from Lemma 7.6 and Theorem 5.10. 0 
In Example 7.7 we have seen that T is consistent with t, and that z is compatible with 
the underlying leaf-labeled ordered tree t’ of t. Also, t is not directly recursive 
(a node-labeled ordered treefis directly recursive if there are inner nodes v, u offsuch 
that uEddesf(v) and labs(u)=labf(v)). This example illustrates a general result that 
follows directly from the definitions of consistency and compatibility. 
Theorem 7.9. Let t be a node-labeled ordered tree which is not directly recursive, and let 
t’ be the underlying leaf-labeled ordered tree oft. If T is an alternating text consistent 
with t, then T is compatible with t’. 
8. Discussion 
In this paper we have investigated T-structures. An indication of their importance is 
already given in [7], where it was demonstrated that T-structures play an important 
role in the investigation of primitivity of (angular) 2-structures. 
We have proved (Theorem 2.11) that T-structures are a natural generalization 
of linear orders. We have also proved that each T-structure is “equivalent” to 
Fig. 65 
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Fig. 66 
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(i.e., similar to) a T-structure with at most two features, and we have proved that each 
T-structure with at most two features is uniquely represented by a pair of linear 
orders. Hence, up to similarity, each T-structure is represented by a pair of linear orders. 
Based on the above, we have introduced texts as descriptions of T-functions. A text 
is a generalization of a word: a word can be seen as a linear order p together with 
a function evaluating the elements of the domain of p, while a text is an ordered pair of 
two linear orders on a common domain together with a function evaluating elements 
of the common domain. However, this generalization does not come “ad hoc” but 
rather through a sequence of results indicated above. This way of arriving at the 
notion of a text is important because it provides an intrinsic connection between texts 
and T-structures. In this way, each text r has a “structure” associated with it (or, 
spanned on it), viz., the shape of the T-structure that z describes. If the shape is locally 
linear then it provides a tree as the structure oft; but, in general, the shape does not 
have to be locally linear and, so, the structure spanned on r may be different than 
a tree. 
In formal language theory, in order to equip words with a structure spanned on 
them, one uses grammars: typically the desired structure is a tree and the sort of 
grammar used is context-free. However, words do not have “individual structures”: 
a grammar G generates a (usually infinite) set of words L(G), called its language, and 
through the generation process each word in L(G) gets a structure (a derivation tree, 
or its unlabeled counterpart) ~ sometimes many (if L(G) is ambiguous). A word 
WE-L(G) may get different structure(s) in a different grammar G’ such that WEL(G’.) 
A text T has its own individual structure - we may see it as the structure spanned on 
the word w=(fun(s), VO(T)) and given by the second linear order HO(r). Hence, one 
288 
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does not need a grammar to assign a structure to u’, rather this structure is given by 
HO(z). 
We propose here a different sort of language theory - the theory of texts. Our 
mathematical notion of a text is also meant as a (first approach to the) formalization 
of the notion of text as used in linguistics. 
In formal language theory and in linguistics a grammar is used to provide structure 
of words and to define a language as a set of words. Since we do not need a grammar 
to define structures, and since it is highly disputable today (in linguistics) whether 
a language is a set of words, we propose a “grammarless” approach to language 
theory. 
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Clearly, to verify the value of this proposal, a lot of research must be done - we see 
results presented here merely as a first step towards a theory of texts. Among the 
topics worth pursuing are: 
(1) The basic combinatorial properties of texts which would, among others, allow 
one to understand the boundary between alternating and nonalternating texts. 
(2) Clarification of the relationship between the formal language theory and the 
theory of texts. 
Since this paper presents yet another application of the theory of 2-structures, we 
see it as giving an additional motivation for the study of 2-structures. 
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